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iii 
res1Jon:se to the Town libraries, 
the fundamental objective study was to methods streamlining and 
managmg largest tangible the collection, determine whether library 
study 
followed Up an investigation conducted 1992, which found that heavy 
existed for a limited number of in high demand, and recommended the 
implementation of a 
active use. 
books was no longer 
cerure~a approach collection ma111a:gerne1rlt was amJm:ea as the ...... u.uu 
conducting empirical investigation. library's BOOK/PLUS 
computer annual "snapshots" ofbooks were specific 
periods 1996, 1 and were and randomly sampled. To determine the 
of for books circulating in the collection, and to what these 
were being met, proportions of both old and new books in 
collection were was done by age (determined 
accession of every sampled book against frequency of circulation. The 
proportion of circulating was compared with the proportion of books 






of current circulation frequency of books was created, and recommendations 
weeding portions collection that were underused were made. 
iv 
investigation 
also demonstrated circulation varies subject to subject, and because it could 
be shown that books are overused or underused, effectiveness levels or 
return on the investment of resources could be regarded as correspondingly either 
or low. 
me:necw.re book selection the of the investigation, there were no 
collection development IJV''"'"'"' at the UCT findings from this study ) 
emphasise that a policy is required to streamline collection development, especially in 
the context of accountability for decision-making and selection material. "Dead" or 
underused items still occupying shelf space and incurring maintenance costs could 
removed the assessment library and and show the 
actual users Improved selection policies 
review of the departmental fund allocations are recommended increase cost-
effectiveness. 
five institutions in 
the Cape Co-operative (CALICO) will have an extensive tmr1act on 
the circulation activity of books in the library. It is therefore recommended that this 
study be 
pathways for improving co-operative collection development in a cost-effective 
manner. This would with the drive for economy service provision 
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funders are often hesitant 
to 
usefulness or value of the purchased information to its users. sums of money 
are spent on purchasing information which is housed in the library, but who uses the 
information, and what is value to the user population? How well the library's 
principal its collection, serve of users? 
Increasingly, librarians and library managers have to justify not only the means of 
deciding which resources to purchase, but indeed making the purchase itself. Budget 
accountability for and 
perceived rewards have become an important phenomenon in 
transformation process that the University of Town (UCT) is currently 
has all departments and faculties this institution, including the 
university library. Within an environment of limited resources and funding 
Education, it is important for academic 
performance of their largest tangible 
operative policies or procedures to rl.,.,t.,..,.,rn 
to 
whether 
utilised in a cost-effective, efficient manner. Within 
and measure the 
resources are being 
context of expanding 
publications and growth information information technologies, evaluating the 
1 
performance collection can identifY the growing and changing needs of its 
users. Constant performance evaluation and re-evaluation of services and resources 
can assist successes or failures, is vital for informing and the 
determination of policies, goals objectives, in to present, and 
plan for future. 
What follows is a response to budget UCT and a 
proposal the book collection, terms of collection development 
removal of items, so and library 
In\i'est:tg~:mon aimed to find methods for quantitatively measuring performance 
open shelf collection of the Main library at the of Town. 
A follow-up of a study conducted in 1992 was performed, which investigated 
circulation intensity and age-related movement open-shelf book collection 
the University Cape Main library, relation to: 
The circulation and rate of collection, to ..,.,.,,,. .. ,,.... of new materials in 
"""J""'"'a5 enec1tiV«~lY and co!n-c:~tn::cu whether they were Circulation 
patterns of new acquisitions in specific subject collections wiU also be 
This provide an image of the books that are in high demand. 
Demand will compared to the books available borrowing, in to 
2 
the 
will also investigated. 
(b) model or guideline, against 
collection will be measura 
of cost-effectiveness 
future circulation performance of the 
will be implemented. involves 
development a "benchmark" against which to evaluate circulation intensity 
of books on shelves Main library, relation their m 
to expected use. Development of the 
nrf'',_._,>lf-"'-'IT period, "snapshots" of circulation activity in 
Main library, order to at a circulation mean. The mean distribution as 
separate snapshot be compared the circulation patterns as 
evident original study, in order to establish whether patterns of 
predicted 
(c) The extent to which is a factor 
intensity the viability of 
retaining unused or little-used on open shelves. Would it be more 
cost-effective to move the book into storage, where it could be 
retrieved and access would still available through catalogue? 
3 
1.3. JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY 
the time (also called 
J.W. Jagger physical 
structure), together 10 branch which are situated on various sites 
throughout the university campus. This is, however, in process 
of change as a result of faculty at 
part of the library's stock is housed the Main and book collection 
form the focal point investigation. The Main library conapr1 materials for 
the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Science and 
Engineering. Short Loan Centre, which contains materials in high demand, is 
housed in the Main library will not part of this as an 
investigation into accessibility and availability of materials was conducted in 
1996 1996). 
17 404 new items1 were 
purchased at a cost ofRl 0 233 the stock of libraries 
(excluding manuscripts) 11 060 680 (University of Cape Town 
1998: the of 1998 the total inventory value library's collection 
had increased from R99 560 in 1 to R1 09 606 979 in 1998. The total 
library collection was composed 1 171 volumes and items, books 
constituted 59.3% or 694 927 volumes (University Cape Town 1999). 
1 Includes total and for books and periodicals, exclludu1g motion audio records, 
maps and slides and other units 
4 
When large sums of money are at stake, it .......... .,. .. ,,,."'"'that and 
..., ... ..., .. ~of its use is implemented, the of the low exc:nru1ge 
rates, dwindling resources and for curtailment of by 
libraries. frequent analysis of collection use is therefore to 
whether the funding information growth is proportionate to its use (which is 
derived current use of materials) enable one to predict probable or future 
use. 
ultimate test quality of a library collection ... is the vruvu• and mode of 
its use. (S)tatistical analysis of use ... is concerned with who uses the 
collection, for what purpose, and how much, and with which portions 
collection are most (Lancaster, 1 178). This investigation proposes to 
focus on the circulation activity of books in collection as a manifestation 
collection use. It will enquire into the decline of use library materials with 
age. It will at how effective and cost-effective materials circulation is, at 
the between 
1 
1992 a study of circulation patterns of books for borrowing from the 
open shelves the Main library at the was conducted, in response to 
complaints about ageing book It investigated the proportion books 
library that were actively circulating, the accepted of 
5 
decline use with age, or obsolescence, would be supported in an environment 
where a reduction in purchase of new books was evident. 
staff in the library at UCT, 
responses during a user survey and seemed to 
.u ..... ..,a. .... that a considerable proportion of books on m 
were old (dating from the 1 and before) and 
might no longer be desirable. had been made by both 
students that the no longer seemed to be as many new 
books as in the past more new books were needed." 
was heavy demand for that 
proportion of books the library that were circulating during the previous six 
The study that new books 
but that demand gradually builds 
weeding policy was recommended, as it was found that a large proportion of books 
tn 
1 
F acuity restructuring at UCT, reducing the 1998 number faculties from ten 
to teaching, as as the construction of a 
and 
the control acquisition and weeding, 
which require collaboration 
6 
were actively circulating, and whether the use of was declining, as 
they older. It was found that majority books 
accessioned during previous six years, that demand gradually decreased, 
as books older. New books added to the collection did not immediately 
(de Jager, 1995: 207). low use of new was 
disturbing, and warranted further 
which, as first 
concluded, will affect use older material as user population grows (de 
Jager, 1994: 78). 
with 
the reduced purchasipg power of the Rand have implications for the development, 
' 
management and use of the UCT's collection. present study intended 
compare, plan improve its collection, set goals future. 
1.4. DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This will concentrate solely on the book collection at the University 
subjects are found dedicated branch libraries, including and 
Subjects that part of a branch library's collection, but 
7 
Main library were omitted from calculations. It 
was recorded circulations small areas 
not be a true reflection actual circulation, as circulation for 
the dedicated branch libraries were not included with that Main 
At UCT, restructuring of faculties will inevitably lead to inter-
faculty teaching, which will result an inter-disciplinary 
collection. will impact on the use of the collection, and could therefore 
performance measurement indicators in the future, so that future studies should 
branch circulation into consideration as well. 
This absolute collection or growth 
rate. Factors such as 
for and 
the 
factors of this 
It must that of 
in terms of acquisition costs in relation to useful or beneficial users the book 
collection- such analyses of value are difficult to measure and are beyond 
scope 
of user 
study. study will 
8 
The study will aim to determine the of demand for books circulating in the 
collection, to what extent the book collection meets the demands placed upon it. 
order to do this, the approach to collection management will 
adopted as the main method conducting the empirical study. The proportions of 
both old 
levels 
new books circulating the collection will to determine 
of books circulating in collection to the total number of books 
.. u .... , .. .,...., for The demands 
The proportion of older material circulating win also be and will 
iett~rmtme:d whether circulation frequency justifies the cost of maintaining them 
on the open 
investigations into host 
institution that primary funding body. study could thus 
streamlining the book collection of the Main UCT by identifYing obsolete 
materials from available for "'"'1 .... ,...,,.,. .... ,.,. from the browsing collection. 
Circulation statistics will be to what users are actually doing, and to 
and cost-effectiveness of the various subjects under 
· over time will be created. 
9 
The information on circulation intensity could used to supplement 
decisions about acquisition of material therefore development of the 
collection. 
be avoided in this 
edition of a book 
can 
An example would be not to purchase the next 
the previous edition has had a low or non-
in the development an 
effective collection management and development policy. 
A smLPSJtlot of collection activity at a time is for analysis of current 
accumulated over a 
period 
and 
can be to pinpoint variations in collection use. The comparison 
of data accumulated over a period years, from 1996 to 1998, 
will provide a standard mean against which future variations in collection use can 
measured and compared over 
1.5.2. Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness studies 
collection as a whole and for specific subjects 
be determined comparing the circulation frequency of books circulating to 
total books on acquisitions will be 
whether cost-effectiveness 
of new materials in the 
period 1996-1998. The be 





the subject collection, and proportional expenditure on specific subjects in 
relation to circulation. Indicators of cost-effectiveness will be procured this 
manner. This data will germane information whereby the library can 
improvements, and set objectives for the 
1 Weeding 
It will determined whether the of a book has an 
circulation. Where books are underused or little 
on frequency 
them from the 
collection will create shelf space and make newer materials more visible to users. 
"The history the past 
10 years is one of a fairly consistent accession rate about 8700 volumes per 
and an "deletion" rate of about 900 volumes or 10%" (University of Cape 
Town Principal's Circular, 1998 26). 
volumes lack of a collection policy has made the problem of 
materials management and storage a growing one. Therefore, in 1998, the U CT 
Library Planning Group "agreed that substantial of the browsing material 
presently on the - 20%, and that the materials 
should be kept highly of high quality by selection criteria" 
(University of Town Principal's Circular, 1998 (c): 26). Although weeding 
by '-'<4<'-'CLUI such as circulation 
may be shown to inadequate, provision an estimated use period 
whereafter obsolete materials can be r ... rnnl.JP'<l the open browsing collection, 
can provide valuable information for ae<;Ision··m<lKIJag. In with close 
11 
co-operation between subject librarians and faculty representatives of the academic 
community, it is proposed that the of the study will provide an effective 
means collection control; apd management. 
study of circulation data will in planning for future 
collection decisions, such as sei,ectwn of materials and budget allocation to the 
Responses to economic constrictions and resource cutbacks may 
then be based on both professional judgement and 
collected from the system, and can referred to for corroborative and proactive 
decision-making. 
1 CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS AND TERMS 
Collection development 
Collection development is based on two facets: funding and allocation of funding to 
the academic departments, and the selection of materiaL Both distribution of 
._ ..... , ....... ,,5 and selection procedures can affect the use of new materials, particularly 
when the of books increasing, (especially in 
technology, where books are most policies and 
procedures could the use of new while faculty 
provide current awareness services to UCT academic community, book selection 
is an U.._,<.4'-'"''"""" rtJ•<:<nrW'I Although develop collection development 
profiles, 1992 study by de Jager indicated that "there are no book selection 
policies to ensure accountability" (1994: 81). The library uses the 
allocate its library materials budget, which is on a formula of 
12 
"equitability by virtue of each department to acquire the same percentage 
literature published in its field, in accordance with principles set out by the 
Association of Research Libraries" 1989: 130). 
IS and maintained in the library, 
the more expensive the investment in preservation oec:orr1e 
Where financial resources are limited, and the real purchasing power of the budget is 
ae~:::re;asiJng, it makes more sense to invest in the storage of useful books than the 
books. "If there a tendency books to be less and 
then returns on the investment in continued storage (and maintenance) must 
diminish" (Buckland, 39). 
Obsolescence has also been defined as entailing a "decline over time in validity or 
utility 
is "not an objective 
(Line and Sandison, 1974: 283). 
independent of circumstances". He states that when 
consequences 
storage, the subjective value of the book to user should be into 
consideration, and removal of books approached with caution, as it a 
contentious issue (1993: 673). 
I"'P.Jf"tnlf"m,,n,·P. measures or output measures 
"[T]hey are counts and combinations counts a library assess 
degree to which a program objectives. They objectively describe how 
13 
quickly, how accurately, under what conditions specific are 
accomplished or VLH<V'"' are achieved. ••• They typically focus on of 
when our 
concern is needs" 
Benchmark 
productivity and on effectiveness when our 
1991: 
Benchmarks show at what level of performance service is operating now. 
changes are subsequently made to the effects can measured against the 
benchmark previously established. (Lancaster, 1993:6-7) 
Circulation 
"The annual total uuJ.HV'"'L use, usually ... outside 
............ , ..... .., initial renewals, and (Van et 
1994: 54). It does not include in· house use. 
Effoctiveness 
Effectiveness must be measured terms of how well a satisfies demands 
its users. nLrt:cuvcm~ss or quality of"'"'"'""''" or product is measured by 
output measures that are user-based. Measuring "'"'"'"'"~"'"',.."'"'"" usually involves 
qualitative techniques such as interviews or questionnaires; however, it can be 
by looking at what users actually do as opposed to what they they do, 
i.e. using actual use collection rather their opinions as measures 
effectiveness. In quantitative analysis of effectiveness, indications of 
collection can provide valuable 
14 
they are failing to meet user needs adequately. "In determining effectiveness, 
to library or 
previous 
system-wide, to 
Only with "'"+"'"'....,'"' caution can the library 
libraries, or to standards n 
comparisons 
and 
McClure, 1990: 144). 
and andMcCutcheon, 1978: 12). It "accomplishment 
or cost" (Hernon and McClure, 1990: 5). 
Cost-benefit 
'"'"'""·LH evaluation concerned with aeltennnung whether and to what extent 
Lancaster, 1991: 8). It is the "justification 
program terms of the benefits derived from 
usually involves user opinions about how good a 
in nature. 
Measures and standards 
ofthe and 
of providing a or 
(Hernon and McClure, 1990: 5). It 
and can be quite 
J.U.'~""'"'"'"'"" are not standards. They provide objective descriptive while a 
standard defines a level data "'v'""""'"''""'""• library 
15 
data collection at intervals. It would also be useful study could 
the ability of the. collection to adequately serve the users' 1991: 
24-26). 
Accession date 
The accession date to date on which library materials were added to the 
library system. 
Publication date 
This date is different from accession date. It refers to the year in which the 
material was published. is usually a time between the when an item is 
published and the library purchases, catalogues and adds it to the library 
collection . 
. Synchronous and diachronous studies of circulation 
Synchronous use data on current circulation library materials and plots, 
backward in time, the publication or accession date of materials borrowed. It looks at 
a specified period 
time is referred to as a "snapshot". 
In 
I 
comparison to this, 
diachronous studies examine usage over time. In the context of collection a 
from tables plot the use of these items over time, in order to establish a 
16 
history each under are laboriously time-consuming, 
while computers have synchronous studies much easier to produce. 
Weeding 
Weeding refers to the removal of books or monographs, either permanently, or to 
cost storage facilities. The for weeding ""'"'"''"E:•'J apparent the become 





3). Authors library standards 
lVVL!V!!.:> regularly. 
cost of storing 
for 
to the 




has viewed as an indicator of bigger a 
more valuable it was perceived to 
were reported in the libraries' statistics. In 
to be important, the removal of books from 
collection would signifY a reduction the value of the and collection. 
There may be "emotional and intellectual blocks against books a 
Many consider to be valuable of human and 
therefore 
Subjective 
libraries or not. 
painful (Slate, 1989: 5). 
in 
17 
on performance measurement in the Library Information Science 
en1VtrcJrunet1t have on highly theoretical or aspects or 
focused on both noted for their ...,..., ... ..,. ..... L .. 
and qualitative aoJoro~acJrtes to the study 
'""'"""r'v'f'~*:"'"""0 on the 
a service is and how 
PY1"1rP'1'1P•n the commonly-held 
quality and value a library service, or how 
it does. In interconnection, 
that the size of a is directly related to 
that as inputs such as and the collection outputs and outcomes 
as well (1973: 315-332). However, importantly, he did realise 
1) Impressionistic evaluation studies, which 
or more individuals, as librarians, subject students or faculty 
members. particularly useful of the latter group 
recognised academic Williams, in his work 
approach (1 
23-45). 
List-checking, or "'H''"'n. ... ~ against an external authority such as a standard 
containing the most citations a subject field. This is a 
18 
On 
fairly labour-intensive costly for large academic libraries many 
subject collections. In ....... ~nu•vu, lists can become outdated very quickly. 
Lancaster that lists used check adequacy of collections 
may the ones that were 
use as evaluative tools 
hand, 
earlier to build these collections [and] that 
essentially zero" (1977: 177). 
on 
approach to determining benefit of a library using quantitative analysis 
usually derived from the library system itself (such as circulation data), provide 
statistics about the collection and services. The Scientific lvt~ma.geJmeJrn school includes 
who, in his pioneering work titled attempted a highly 
mathematical manner to describe probabilistic modelling could be used to assist 
librarians in decision and policy-making. Much of his work is on circulation data, 
which he used to calculate factors such as optimal loan periods, and predict future use of 
the collection 1977: 189). the bibliometrics 
(Wills and Oldman, 1977: 1 
information about, for why a certain 
show, by manipulation of data, that it failing, or 
provide no qualitative 
failing or unsuccessful, they can 
performing optimally. 
highly mathematical models as a means of 
evaluation can lead to much manipulation of data, which is often 
descriptive in nature, but little to assist the librarian with diagnosing or 
prediction environment, 
where statistical packages can manipulate data in many and provide a myriad 
19 
statistics - which are often descriptions, do not provide any information as 
no qualitative 
information about, for example, why a certain "''-''"""'-'.:l.:lJ.ICU - they 
merely show, by using manipulation of circulation data, that it is ....... uu1::,, or not 
performing at its optimum. 
Until the 1990's, very little practical mt~ornnatton as to how to implement an 
evaluation oflibrary services or resources been published. Nancy Van House, 
Christine Abbott, Ian Winkworth and organisations such as the Standing 
Conference on University National 
Northumbria 
Conferences on Performance Evaluation, attempted to address this problem by 
developing performance indicators which could adapted for use in particular 
libraries in which were 
developed were chiefly use the (Poll, 1998). 
There has thus been a move away from mere discussions about performance 
measurement what it can do for library, towards demonstrating the value 
performance indicators. They can be 
used to show that the library a necessary component of an institution, and can 
perform operations a co~;;t-(~m::ct:ive 
becoming increasingly apparent the literature 
and effective way. It is however 
"'""'u.uull.'"" competition for 
resources budget cutbacks mean that more evaluative and measures 
20 
1 
which use both quantitative and means to supplement each have 
to sought This thesis will not to investigate qualitative measures, but will 
cor1centrate on evaluation of the collection. 
A number important publications on indicators for 
include proposals actual measures 
and indicators, which culminated in publications such as Association 
on using performance measures. 
performance indicators for libraries. the international level, the ISO 11620 
International standards on library performance indicators has been approved, and 
the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) 
developed International guidelines for performance measurement in academic 
libraries, which to tools for 
in an identical way, allow historical comparisons within the library and even 
comparisons between Hbraries" 
contribution omne11t may not always be 
MCUJCj:Z..H.IHJ' and could reason, the 
1990's brought a drive towards creating indicators can 
measure ec(Jn<)mJtc value and contribution of libraries a national as as 
international With the globalisation of information and 
collaboration between libraries, it has recognised performance indicators 
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are suited use on a national and can inform national 
information frameworks and policies in the current context of ......... ~ ... -''"""·'"" 
information. This would allow for comparisons across n.n.•·rl"'''""' and the areas 
comparison targeted by Workshop on collection} analysis and use of library 
statistics, hosted by the European Commission Luxembourg on 91h and 1 01h 
December 1997, include: 
• Market penetration 
• Collection use 
• Availability of information 
• Speed of 
• User .. n.n'""''"'""'~-•vu 
• 
(Poll, 1998) 
International ,,.. .. ..,,.,,..,,.,.,T,"''"'"' such as the ISO and United Nations 
Educational, >:'ICienrinc and' Cultural Organization (UNESCO) are endeavouring to 
investigate a "core" group of performance indicators that are internationally 
comparable. They endorsed 2000, which to 
libraries in Central and Eastern to further co-operation developing 
m environment, and to seek aru·eetnetn on standards for 
internationally management library '1998). 
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in or benchmarks for 
purposes at an international 
1. 7.3. Quantitative analysis 
1970's and 80's practical work was carried out at libraries which 
evaluate collections through analysis actual use of its materials. 
Kantor (1 
not an maybe Collection 
notably by Trueswell (1965, 1969) described procedures 
determining what proportion of the collection accounts for what ,... .. ,..,,,...,...,,-t, 
of use. (1989) of time a sat on 
the nPT'UtP••n circulations, and Lancaster (1977) used circulation 
of the collection 
against an ext•ernat standard as a bibliography or list rather 
by use of the itself. 
standard for "'u'J'""'''u" 
accepted for many years, we are now beg;inning 
...... ..,, ... ..,,.., on evaluation 





While these studies 
studies of the "'"''""'"' .. V'U "''"""!~-'''"'are 
University of Chicago 
of Pittsburgh (Kent al., 1 
much of the theoretical and practical 
background for evaluative studies, advancing technologies and 
for library managers how money is being spent~ have 
the drive to find measures cost-effectiveness of library 
resources. 
1 Effectiveness and cost-effectiveness evaluation of the collection 
Effectiveness must terms of how well a 
demands and needs its users. Effectiveness or quality of 
measured by output measures that are ua;:, ... u. Measuring P.tt,pof'tnlP.MP.<~Q 
or questionnaires, 
IS 
it involves qualitative tec:hnllmies 
can be measured by HJ'-'''"'"'"" 
do, i.e. 
to obtain measures 
do as opposed to what they 
coJliel:uctn rather than their opinions, 
the context of quantitative analysis of 
effectiveness, indications of overuse or underuse of certain areas of the collection 
can provide valuable information urno .. o librarians are failing in their 
.. , ... .,. .. .,. they are failing to meet user collection development 
adequately. "In determining eneclctv<~m~ss, need to compare indicators 
....... ,.T1'"""'' or previous performance. Only current performance to library 
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extreme caution can the library comparisons to other 
or to (Hernon and McClure, 1990: 144). 
services measures the extent to which user 
demands needs are can be 
Pv1nrPC!C!P•f1 quantitatively. st-<~In~ctJtvene!;;s is therefore concerned with 
relationship costs incurred in achieving 
these performance levels. of achievement all costs associated with 
and thus """"'~ '-'A 
provtswn McCutcheon, 1978: 13). As 
evaluation should only be uest1011s and goals 
by (1985) focussed on 
aspects such as cost-effectiveness of resource sharing 
interlibrary lending. (1985) Kantor 989) 
have provided detailed discussions of cost analysis. 
"Cost-effectiveness ... relates to optimi[s]ation in the allocation of resources- the 
better the allocation of resources, the the quality of service 
effectiveness) achieved a particu~ar of expenditure" (Lancaster: 
1993: The optimal allocation of resources (input) results in a cos>t-ene~cmre 
or resource (output). The (outcomes) of this in relation to costs are 
difficult to gauge, require qualitative analysis will not be considered 
in this It is this type investigation provide 
important indicators as to certain or resources are effective, and 
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how others can be improved. 
or resource provision, including nPT'"'"' ..... '"' 
costs), use of equipment 
by buildings, desks and 
~"'~'"'~-'"'"'"'"'' electronic mail and facsimile 
or purchasing of CD-ROM ua.l.a.u•:~..:>...,.:>, 
The cost 
th,,.rPtn•·"' not straightforward, 
mr'""'''' and labour to keep on 
on the cost of a 
part of a 
amount of 
other delivery 
costs, cost of online "'"'''~;;;.:>,.:>, 
'-'U'"'"''"'"' of materials such as 
and other resources is 
the above costs. It 
.. ,nPrP they are accessible to 
users. are also significant costs 
or areas where less space is 
materials into 
as "'"''HI-''""'~ storage 
... "', .... ., ... una:aecn::a by social, economic 
occurrences while quantitative analysis 
on extraction of autorna1teo """"u".'"'" can provide hard, concrete 
collection it 
to the subjective in which users 
which they use library collection. quantitative 
an indication as 
the way in 
on the actions 
of library 
such as 
may a direct result of and procedures, 
""'"" .... "'"T .,..,,,..,...,L,,v .. polices, and not on user VIJJLHHJU". or needs, which an 
interview or have ascertained. 
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1 
quantitative analyses allow information to obtained quickly, 
for their return, snapshots of circulation activity are u ... u ..... <un_, .. ., of the present 
situation, here now. If the objective is to 
performance and used to 
F'>""'''"'"'"'"~" which can 
applied to 
activities have to analysed over a period 
if not more as techniques. 
decision-making, 
which just as time-
vu. .... u .. "" outlined have measurement as an 
benefit, may used to determine how well a library 
collection used. Quantitative analysis data, derived 
data, may be used to determine which stn:tte~ues will produce 
,."',,, .. ,., result. 
essential "'"""')'"'"'• 
of evaluation decision and policy-making, and as an 
management, particularly in effective allocation of 
resources, was considered. approaches that evaluation is a 
practical exercise, in to gather useful in problem-solving, planning 
decision-making activities. 
use aspects of a library's services or resources have 
developed. are derived a to measure 
activity or how a ts to which it meets 
needs and demands of users, and whether it meets objectives in a cost-
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effective, efficient and effective manner. 
inform national policy decision-making, 
countries have been recommended by 
performance measurement and standards 
--'"·--· performance indicators that 
comparisons with other 
,._. . .,,.,.'"'"'""'·•v••.., in the libraries' 
National political imperatives to em;oura 
public services are a key factor in South 
had to prove measures of productivity or 
"'"'.'"t"'""'"t" and budget cutbacks, and 
are mc:re<:JtsmlgJ) being held accountable for what 
tocare,a. and what benefits are derived from their 
to justifY their very existence. 
1.8. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
1.8.1. 
investigation will quantitatively 
open shelves. The usf~-cc~mrea l'lt"\1"\rn~~{' 
mgement will adopted as the main ........... 'U .... 
............... "snapshots" books 
and efficiency in 
have not 
librarians 
and how resources are 
therefore 
1997 and 
1 are the University library's BOOK/PLUS cornmnet 
randomly sampled. Intrinsic to 
collection and its use. Use and demand 
Therefore the circulation intensity of 






............. "IS in the '-'VlJ."''"''"v.u, and to measure the to which demands 
are being of both circulating 
will important know whom the users 
books circulating are, demand 
circulation User catl:::go:nes (e.g. the Main 
postgraduate students academic therefore had 
to be taken consideration. The of meeting demands for use of 
both new and old books will also made to 
collection policies or procedures would reflected 
and for this reason a benchmark of current circulation 
so future circulation can be measured against 
This 
during the 




The of the 1992 was to a snapshot collection 
use during a particular period time. This study will use the 
information provided the 1992 to whether the 
in 1996-1998 could 
In order to measure future 
been predicted by the initial 
of use ofbooks in 




(b) Obsolescence was noted ri""'''" 0 the previous study, and it was su~~ge:ste:a 
books with an accession of25 and older should be 
removed from the shelves via an informed weeding policy. 
investigation will re-examine section of the analysis usmg 
different instruments (computer-manipulated reports). It will provide 
!'", ... ,, ....... ""'"'"'for the of books are little used or underused in 
book collection. 
(c) Circulation intensity of new will 
new materials to By 
observing past trends denoting the of time that it takes anew 
book to it be determined whether a .:>uu .......... 
can be as an 
indication of u,r,,.1",,..,. .. the 
library used mainly research should have circulation patterns 
reflect 
d) In addition to the 
involved and 
than material. 
in the determination of cost-effectiveness 
A 
book 
..,..., •• ,..,LA ..... u. where Pt'1"Pt"1"nTPnP•~c is ex1oresse:a quantitatively as the cost of 
materials in relation to circulation intensity of materials the book 
collection. Both their 
be terms demand (expressed as 
circulation) relation to cost. 
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1 
the circulation intensity of subjects in 
collection, relative expenditure per subject investigated (1993: 19). 
example, to the 
amount use expected, is usually relevant to the 
This is a particularly useful 
purpose of 
programmes courses. 
which can used as an 
relevant to current and academic 
and 
to the fact that the managerial 
changes, which also involve collection management ...,u ....... .,, ......... and 
modifications, library could seen to in a state 
library staff were carried out to determine 
with 
capacity collection 
been and to assess extent to they 
would the investigation. 
the approach. 
current circulation plots, backwards in time, the publication or accession 
materials borrowed. It looks at current use taking place during a specified 
period of time. thesis, this use a specified ts to 
as a 
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A synchronous study was carried out on an annual during September 
UCT vacation period, from 1996-1998. All sanam~es were derived from the main 
population group (the book collection) by using computerised means, the 
BOOK/PLUS library software ·also called BORIS, short 
BORrowers' Information Services. A pilot study was conducted on 4 September 
1996 to determine days would be for a sufficiently large 
circulation sample to produced for 1 investigation. 
Consequently, library's statistical was requested to provide a 
Ji>rintout of all books back into the library over to four the 
vacation period. 
present circulation 
books were due back 
produced the following sample 1996, 1788 
and during 30 September to 3 
October 1997 1998, 1821 and 2474 books respectively were due back into the 
library. This time was chosen as most of the students would be on vacation 
and the sample would be small enough to manually handled which 
during 1998 person responsible 
do and therefore the 1998 circulation sample was produced during week 
following the September vacation, the week of the fourth term. Students had 
returned from vacation at 
retrieved. 
but did not appear to the sample 
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........... ..,."" in the 1992 synchronous study of all books due back into the library 
at a given had yielded 1023 records, and a comparable sample was used for 
follow-up investigation. The 1996-1998 investigations yielded results 
which the following samples were 1024 (1996), 1034 (1997), and 1034 
(1998) books. The sample was systematically by alternately recording 
the data on each page from the front, then back of the printout. The printout 
rAr•AHTAr1 from library had recorded books back into the library on the 
specified dates in order which they were borrowed by users. Since most 
users in academic libraries concentrate on 
revealed dusters of subjects as users came into the library to borrow material 
during the day. 
The fact that doing +,.;,. •• .,.. .... + subjects borrow 
different was considered. 
mainly during the first periods, and 
students 
the library their 
lectures, while postgraduates 
at night, or staff may be 
working and only able to visit the library 
to borrow at any of the day. 
at 
reduce as much as possible, and to the fact that the printouts consisted 
7000 records total and was too large to input into a database and 
sample randomly, systematic sampling was as 
and advocate that this method is where "the sampling units are 
long lists or of lists" (1990: 112). 
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1 
Circulation recorded in the databases included 
(only available during 1997 
1998, to reconfiguration of BOOK/PLUS) input into a "'"'"""' ... "'·r ... database. 
This enabled manipulation the data 
the establishment of a benchmark ... 6 ............. 
the rt"''1' .. "'rl statistical .. ,.,.,"' .. r" including 
which future circulation of book 
collection could estimated. 
Circulation data of book transactions, especially vast analytical reports, can easily 
be manipulated with computer programmes. Circulation can provide valuable 
information about collection its which otherwise not be 
obtainable through the use of questionnaires and or observation 
At what a user actually does can directly oppose what is said to be done. 
The advantage of quantitative analysis that the entire book collection not 
to be examined. If a representative random .......... _,,..., is drawn 
population ........ ..,, .......... it can be to 
the library under scrutiny. In addition, 
remain if the does not project 
analysed reasons for behaviour of 
about collection 
information obtained will 
views while data is 
provided. 
While Kyrillidou warned that data collection over time within 
same institution can problems cross-sectional comparisons and time-
series trends" (1995: 3), consistency the collected data has been 
34 
the analytical component of the Microsoft computer •-"'''"''"'''i">'"' 
little vw~Iatiorts and a consistent mean. analysis of the samples revealed 
Circulation statistics do not reflect the as in-house use 
library materials is inevitable and recorded. The samples were derived from 
recorded circulation statistics, which could have However, 
'-' ............. .., ..... points out that "the of in-library use to at-home use to 
constant a particular unless characteristics of the library 
itself, or the community is .,., ... \/.,..., changes rather drastically" (1982: 24). Faculty 
and co-one~rat1 pro1graunrnes are to be phased and were 
initiated in 1998. It was 1-h.,. ... ,.+A .. .,. exJJectect of the library 
and UCT community would remain constant for period 
consideration, and would affect sample. 
Difficulties determining true accession dates items the automated 
found. The transfer to computerised catalogues resulted in 
computerised system 
with an accession 1990. Since accession date was used to determine the 
age book, true accession dates had to determined. was achieved by 
an accession date of 1990, the that 
title book was to access the bibliographic 
details and the accession date was in this way. 
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Indicators of cost were especially difficult to determine. Different methods 
classification are when purchasing the and 
classifying organisation of the collection. purchases are subdivided 
into subject by (Classification of Educational Subject Matter), as .... ,..,...,,.,. ... 
by (South 
shelf organisation 
cost-effectiveness analyses had to this 
into consideration, and the differences ~ ..... ..,f">'J~""" reconciled where 
possible. It must be noted that could not be acc:orrmHshe:d for 
and those affected in this way were omitted from the relevant studies. 
The circulation patterns could be inappropriate 
over a 
period of years, it may very well be many of the same books which are 
borrowed after However, Lancaster has advocated circulation 
oatten1s can provide valuable estimates of obsolete materials, which can facilitate 
and inform weeding policies. 
While the can be said to be representative of the internal population 
University of Cape Town), it would be wrong to utilise the measures developed for 
a 
on different subjects, have different foci, and operate in different economic, social 
and political which impact on their libraries' collection, 
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perfonnance indicators may be 
comparative purposes, such as collection and turnover for 
collaborative o-tt-,,.-~-,., many perfonnance measures should perfonned internal 
purposes. perfonnance measures are usually perfonned for specific 
purposes, such as to measure at what level a is perfonning, it is usually not 
suited to external comparisons. is especially not advised in the South African 
situation, where Historically Black Universities (HBUs) and Historically White 
Universities (HWUs) have a history disparities. 
1.9. EXPOSITION OF CHAPTERS 
following chapter an introduction to to 
the South African context. Several ........ nu .... ~~·"'"'"' have been commissioned by 
Department of Education in South Africa to the crisis in A,.,,.., ....... 
investigates the 
conceptual framework relating to collection and peJ~toJrm<anc:e 
measures, and the background for chapter four, which deals with the of 
analysis of the use, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the book collection . 
..,..., ........ _ ...... perfonnance indicators will also discussed. Chapter deals with 
standards and the creation a benchmark for circulation activity at the 
libraries. Chapter will deal obsolescence and and followed by 
conclusions and recommendations. 
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As organisation institutions academic libraries their 
services courses offered by 
as well as on needs faculties 
are both producers and consumers of information, which is as a part 
research scholarship faculty (and others) is purchased and preserved in 
to assist with further research scholarship and, to facilitate 
teaching" (Budd, 1998: 1 0). should the provision of support 
publication training within institution. These 
are, however, not and are constantly influenced the broader, national 
international external internal a component larger 
academic establishments, libraries wi11 
impact on the library resources and collections, allocation, provision of and 
access to collection, format medium information provision and 
mechanisms of and the use information. 
had an international impact 
on the which Companies are restructur~ng and 
downsizing their operations human resources, 
measures and 
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immune to this 
institutions North America, Australia and 
and 
feel the 
1995: 1 For example, ARL annually publishes ARL 
performance and also 
(NACUBO) developed benchmarks for 
domains, including the (Kyrillidou, 1 : 2). "The NACUBO project collects, 
elements 
40 critical areas institutional (NACUBO, 1998). 1997 
the South General approved a 
I 
instituting a which 
on how well institution 
towards (Kyrillidou, 1998). 
UK the for 
which are also 
are set against At international 
International Organisation's ISO 11 International standards 
measurement 
seventeen indicators 
to all academic (Kyrillidou, 1998). 
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worth' except in sense 
a growth in collection by which indicated that 
collection, was vU..:>lH,M in provision capacity and 
Uneven resource 
ability ofHBU libraries 
access and provision. Traditionally 
u."''"''"'"'uu·u between HBUs and 
HBUshave 
South Africa are marked by 
including in the area 
development has 
as 
have been differences resource 
resulting in uneven vVJ "'"''-'LJ 
In an environment of r1Pt'.rP~"'P•r1 
"'""".,."' libraries are 
difficult for HBUs to 
on to make do or do 
to status of HWU s, 
it is extremely 
at the same time 
purchasing collection order to new literature. 
Regional co-operation, access to information sources resources is 
provided for all of participating higher has oec:orr1e 
imperative in historical disparities. the National 
Commission on (NCHE) Working on Libraries and 
Information 
be defined 
has advocated that "national strategic objectives 
academic .... ,....,-..Lr<'•<"r-.r•lr 
and unevenly 
at at macro 
to remain inequitably 
between subject areas" 
South Africa's 
institutions 
recommend that "collection evaluation indicators must developed at national 
40 
[national information and oeJ~toJnn:anc:e indicator to 
coJmp1ar~1tnre measurement weaknesses 
AU..:>~H~LU"-''H.:l, and to 
collaborative environment, and 
(NCHE, 1996: ch.8). 
for HBUs, this will 
a 
the need 
libraries to attempt to develop 'total' collections that support users by 
,_ .. .., ... -'L.,Cf'-> and owning the HH.'-'U.UW.L'-'.U• 
university's mission. teaching are central to 
statement of goals and objectives of 
development of library 
IS library states that its basic 
information services to all .,...,,,.,. ... , .. ..,of the 
university community to promote research and 
University" Town Libraries. 
1 ). Therefore, library exists to 
serve of teachers, undergraduate postgraduate students, "u"''""'J. 
to the library and other affiliated researchers. distinct groups of users can 
postgraduates, and 
which have to be .I.UJ.uu .... -.... 
and teachers, who 
l:'os:tgr;a<luiate study with 
identified: 
have 





may be ,."'"'" .. ,.1 "'.-~ as qualitatively different from 
(de Jager, 1995:34). The focuses on learning, and 
role would be to provide access to materials. 
researchers and tea,cnJtng "Library support for 
ute;sted in supplying materials 
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courses have to learning will 
such more accessible to example in m 
reserve study collection for shorter (de Jager, 1 users of 
library and the proportion community that 
significant when one collection use, and will 
in chapter 4, in to users of new in the 
Education institutions are provided with finance by South African State. 
to specific subsidy 
a. The in respect of activity of the 
financed by the State; 
b. The size as as the increase in size of as reflected in 
various input parameters (for instance student numbers); 
c. The categories instance personnel 
and services, etc.) peculiar to the relevant · 
"T"""'"" and the annual the costs associated 
extJ1en<t1tures: and 
d. 
Academic substantial income 
themselves. 
the broad libraries are 
42 
generate a small amount mcome charges some (such as 
library and interlibrary lending), 




as salaries, utilities' 
of South African 
has resulted libraries 
the bulk 1 .... ,, ...... ,,f', from 
to the 
along with the rt .. r ..... , 
,.,..,...,.nl'u coupled with 
of 
m 
f'""'"'"'~'~ to do more with Jess. 
At the at time investigation, money was allocated to teaching 
based on specific 
rapidly aec:reatSmtg value 
and for by the library's budget. The 
currency the international 
in addition to 
services, including 
cuts, however, had consequences for library 
.... ,. ..... ,5 , financial planning 
WGLIT .. , ..... ,.,..,..,."" 
South had a multiplier effect on 
between 1980 and 1 the 




rate fluctuations in 
only 
books by eleven South 
ch.ll ). 
continual reductions in ....... , .... u 6 , but also low Rand-Dollar and Rand-Pound 
exc:na11ge rates have influenced 
'"''~' .. '~'~'"'"' the Rand/Pound and Rand/Dollar ""'""'"""'"f'>"' 











IAN FEB MAR APR MAY IUW JUL AOO III!P ocr NOV DI!C lAW FEB MAR APR MAY lUN JUL iWO SI!P ocr NOV DEC 
...... ,9119-<>--199! --o-1992 ···=···1993 
--1994 --<>--199$ --1996-1997 
UCTis 
19119 -<>--1991 --o-1992 ........ 1993 
-!994 --<>-199S --1996-1997 
(University Cape 
operations to a more streamlined and economically viable ,... ..... ,"' ... "1"1 
diminished resources. Rationalisation has resulted a 
number of faculties ten with incorporation of four previously 
separate faculties one 
Science Humanities Town. Vice-chancellor's 
8-9). restructuring will some cases result an 
increase in the number of departments, schools and centres occupying faculty 
and resources. university management's vision of interdisciplinary 
teaching will no doubt to interdisciplinary study which will in 
turn impact on the provision of support by the academic library, in terms of its 
financial, materials and ..,,._,,,L .. ,.,. resources. The impending amalgamation of the 
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library five 
Cape Technikon, Peninsula 
and 
an effect on 
OUlt>'J'>r came into 
so will not impact on 
UCT library, as an institutional 
rationalisation. the end of 1995, 
Grant investigation 
in the library 
1995: 1). 
institutions in 
and the Universities of Cape 
Library Co-operative project or 
resources 












library's and in 1996, to where cost reductions 
could be This indicated 
that the library had become aware 
expenditure, 
ncreasmg accountability for 
savings, and to demonstrate 
1996: 1). 
Technology a means of expeditious access to information. ''Traditional 







materials via could employ far on the part of 
the student. The nature of the library's collection will most 
advent of digital access and resources, will impact on the 
new information technologies and 
electronic access offered by 
academic most notably in area of financial resources. 
Collaboration 
improving access to information as as encouragmg 
with 
36). 
that [users] really want and need.·:· that libraries can 
improve accountability is to better understand user needs 
on what is why" (Carpenter, 1996: 
subscription 
,...,.,,,, .... , • ., more external support 
was a lack of ratLonamiatJon, 
wasteful spending. 
in the Western 





'""'"~'""~"J""' consist of both 
is that it provides access 
institutions may not 
"CALICO is working towards the attainment 
Collection in different locations 
five tertiary u..:,•u-..nnJu" 
1997: 47). 
form ofthe 
one of the 
UU.'V•UCUUC,'VH which 
not be able to 
Western Cape Library 
on the resources of the 
of Cape Town. 
amalgamation of 
Y\1"'~""'',f' I f"IPT<>nu providing access to databases for all 
is a computerised library which will realise CALICO's 
u""'''""''ts a range of library to the five participating 
(University of Cape Town. Vice-chancellor's Report, 1997: 47). The 
"'-'"',.....,,.~.,._,'-'project will increase 
iH.:J~H'-'lUVHC.U loans, and 
The question wnetni;!r of 
locations will be terms of acquiring, pr<)cesstJng, housing 
Some material will 
and library budgets 
and network 
the material purchased by participating libraries wiH 
not be in the traditional medium, but in electronic 
will have to make the computer memory, 
capabilities for effective mt,ornrtatJton provision to users. 





which to access 
as printers should also be 
as owners and purchasers of in the form ofbooks, 
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journals multimedia, to 
consortiums is 
publications. There is 
(Budd, 87). 
access to information and co-operative 
by 
near future" 
access to information telecommunications implications for collection 
management methods, encompassing selection, acquisition, cataloguing, 
as as the allocation funds resources. 
WHERE ARE WE NOW? 
In July the Technology and of the 
evaluation of school libraries and proposed generic standards should 
implemented in school libraries South Africa (1997). It is 
situated in its own environmental locus, and own and goals to meet, 
which between schools and regions. Services delivered would to 




many years, tables 
with means averages "'"""''''"JfS desired 
been published the UK. While individual circumstances, goals 
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not to recognise objectives are .. ;.,•,-::,·t; ... ,..~l".!u."""'• it is '-LH., ......... H for 
favourable or unfavourable ... ,.,.,1-.. ,.o1-"' between when analyses their ""''"'1{'"'" 
are published as comparative tables. This pitfall is 1-h""""""T""""" to avoided such a 
procedure comparative is to 
especially evaluation is carried out at 
in South 
CALICO institutions. 
National policies and political imperatives as well as which advocate 
been 
cost-effectiveness, have impacted on higher education 
for models of performance 
in South the historical 
While recommendations 
evaluation of both school and 
disparities 
between the various sectors of this society to be into consideration if 
initiated. Disparate or assessments on any level and 
community needs, management and practices have to be considered. the 
UK public libraries have been collecting analytical statistics which are 
collectively but has paid to the importance not 
dissimilar libraries or One should therefore be to 
compare like' in to create points of reference 
practice exists without distorting stated 
and 
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3.1. COLLECTION MANAGEMENT 
Collection management development in 
transformation to 
print information resources. changes "lead to 
higher priority being to planned and collection management 
stock revision than the case" (Jenkins 1991: xvii). 
libraries have to teaching and and 
consequently the 
and 
quality and institutional 
library's collection 
develop the collection to 
........ .., . ...,,., ... ..., of library 
these services. Evaluation 
as size, growth and 
measurement techniques, 
users (Jenkins and Morley, 1 
research 
are valued as measures of academic 
Understanding the and weaknesses of a 
library manager to collection effectively, to 
requirements, and to collection 
mallla:gerneJat policies involve planning of all 
resources, informed 
collection, using 
......... ~ .... !'"> evaluations of 
tec:non-<~enttre;a measures such 
f'l'\1'Yin!U•P•rl with external C'T<li...,r1•Cn•rt and/ or user-centred 
as circulation ""~""'t'"1.'"" measure utility of 
the needs of 
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is a member Within most '"'""".'"''r" 
academic department 
department and 
responsible for acting as a ....... ..,""' ... "'""'r"·'"'"'" 
relates that this is a "" • .,T,.,,""' .. "'' "one 
of the over their 




development, which encapsulates of weeding and 
are subject-specialists knowledge of what 
circulate and what will underused 
are 
Resource ... ., ..... ._.5 ,.,J, .. ,., .. ~, however, involves more than .... ...,,_.._.J, .. F, which books to 
purchase or remove collection: it also allocation and 
Written collection development policies have become 
planning 
"[W]ritten policies 
... ..,. .. , ....... concept is a way 
necessary as 
regarding coJ:tec:uo'n 
their users and 
institution 
Gorman's views 
contracts between libraries and 
to individuals within an 
can expect of the library" 1 : 6). They are 
therefore !!'"''"''"'"'.,= """ . .., ...... ...,., ..... that are essential for objectives stated 
within the framework. These in tum ., .. ,J ........ reflect the goals and 
objectives '"'"'n'"'0 body. In South Africa, with move towards quality in 
a .. ~'"'"'"~· mt.ornnatton policy would and their 
libraries about management 
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1. Collection development at the UCT libraries 
By the end of 1998 book 
De Jager's description 
relevant for the period 
"Each department is repres•~nt(~d 
The FLC allocates the rnn1nP·u 
and the FLC members are 
sending completed orders to the 
no fonnal book selection 
was still 
at in 1994 is still 
to ensure accountability beyond 
instructions to avoid um1ecessary It is assumed that 
the rationale for this procedure is that 
to In 
(1994: 81) 
Since the 1980's, and until investigation, the UCT libraries used 
"departmental them in the establishment of prices and 
development purposes. These departmental 
a faculty subject profile, used in the 
of funds for the purchase of library 
levels of collecting intensity for the 
subject 
of this investigation, it 
new university librarian at the UCT 
of subject specialists in the library. 
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staff involved in collection 
agreed helps to set standards for 
materials to while consistency in 
selection and practice. policy document can promote l!Tu-.rn'""'" 
communication the library, users and administrators: 
librarians gain a better understanding of courses and research, therefore 
of the they should acquiring; staff are 
the collecting the constraints which 
operates." 
(Jenkins 1991: xxiii) 
Policy documents provide a means of rationale 
services and resources should therefore be 
determine how well and at what they are operating. The advantage of having 
a librarian is a specialist as book selector, that current 
addition, will prevent 
the development researchers, 
development a balanced effectively teaching collection. 
3 
library information 
order deliver the 
efficiency and appropriate and resources, the ways in which the resources and 
to be continuously In 
way it and resources are 
management The of evaluation or assessment 
are used as a management tool, maybe the following: 
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• to assist and priorities 
• to infonn the decision-making process the setting 
• to measure the effectiveness of outputs as services 
and ........... ""' ......... 
• effectiveness and cost-effectiveness 
• to provide explanations and direction courses of action. 
1) 
• "to establish a 
<lP1"'"1l'P is now Ar\<f"Y''lfi 
enec1:s can then 
oet1cnm2trk' to at level 
If subsequent "'u"'"E>'"'" are made to the 
the 
the 
against the benchmark previously established." 
(Lancaster, 1 9) 
• to allow for comparability both across 
• identification areas 
and McClure identifYing 
data about specific services or which success 
can assesseo, and oerernrnn:mg both the quality or activity and 
ae:k!re:e to which the accomplishes 
(1990: 1). Evaluation should perfonned on an vu~:;,vu Changes in 
internal including owagt:uu-:v C•on:nr~un[S or 
services and and the library as an 
to changing conditions. 
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Lartcruner artd as performance measurement on a macro or 
particular activity, service or system, 
evaluation a 
of document 
delivery success interlibrary section of a library. It tells us how we are 
performing now provides a ....,,.., •• ..., ........... .. against which chartges in the 
system or cart be measured, us nothing it is nnP.-<ll1'1 
a particular or how it can For this ,..,. ...... f,,...,. micro-evaluation 
needed, or 
how can it 
from 
to be done to 
at a diagnostic 
to make 
the levels of performartce. 
Evaluation development ...,...,.u, .... .., 
the most ,....., ..... n•-~""'"'1' purposes of evaluating the collection 
performing as it 
of the figures 
about 
the library. 
find out whether 
library is stated .,.,... ...... !<•<> and satisfYing user needs. In addition, 
accountability to funders or t\""''""'"" parent has gained '"''"''·'""'"'"'' 
importance libraries that were traditionally regarded as not-for-profit 
orgartisations. Increasingly, library managers have to not only means of 
to ULU'-'H•U.."'"" to add to its collection, but also making purchase 
itself. Measurement of the pet1oJrrm:tm:e of the most important 





an analysis of use is "to identifY 
thus leading to 
development in order to relevance of the to the needs 
of the users. Another possible objective is to identifY so that they can 




libraries have relied 
development are costly. Librarians 
processmg, storing items that 
and Lancaster 
"'""'"n:e.'.J on use: 
large sums 
never be used" (1 
however identified 
uu,J~""''"-"""' in collection 
···~··- J buying, 
: 80). 
Collection and el(J;pnlern are informed by measuring the performance 
of the collection. 
m~~asun::mcem in libraries: "The 
the service 
resources. 
'performance' ...,...,.u. ......... .., 
the library and 
a result that 
possible cost. a balance "'""''u"'"'"' -.--·--·J and "'"''J""''H'J 
achieved by using performance indicators to qualifY 
efficiency for money. 
"performance indicator a quantitative expression 
role of performance 
suppositions: that 
efficiency in 
objectives at the 
274). 
use or value 
lS 
of service .... [T]he term 'performance un ............. ...., .... ....,.u is used to 
including libraries, have published 
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input statistics that reveal statistics such as the library's financial budget, the number 
of books purchased or the budget allocation for journals. This system resource 
model, traditionally used by many academic library managers, assesses an 
organisation's ability to secure resources, "in the beliefthat counting inputs indicates 
library effectiveness" (Cullen and Calvert, 1995: 439). Libraries often produce 
statistical reports that describe output statistics such as the number of books 
catalogued and the number of introductory library seminars conducted, but this does 
not provide an analysis of library performance. Neither does it allow "users and 
public authorities ... to assess the value and usefulness of the financial investment in 
libraries" (Carbone, 1995: 274). Performance indicators are derived from statistics to 
form ratios, and usually involve mathematical calculations and analysis. They are not 
merely descriptions of data collected, but should informatively quantifY performance 
by relating stated or written goals and objectives to what is actually achieved. 
Abbott's description ofthe role of performance indicators in the planning cycle argues 
that "to derive the maximum benefit from the development of performance indicators 
they should be firmly rooted within a strategic management and planning framework" 
(1994: 10). The planning cycle illustrated in figure 2 shows that evaluation feeds into 
the management decision-making processes, and that re-evaluation of services and 
resources makes this a continual process using performance indicators, and not a 
once-off activity. "Performance indicators are both informed by and inform the 




3. lllklt:am l\l!ll!l;Ourt.:l1t$ 
to s<:J'rvlees 
Ev<flt .. uJt.e sei'Vlc:a p!J!r1orrnance li:ltlng! 
mm.;;~nea 1~1'!01'1 
outcomes as determined by both 
10) 
own 
library's services and Pr<>cesst~s can 
and evaluated as 
OUTPUTS-+ OUTCOMES 
The direct products of a to the uses made by 
library's operation, or the 
information resources b011lgtlt activities it carries out. and the degree of 
can be easily quantified, e.g. 
facilities. number of loans, number of 
Consist are answered. not 
put into a 
Table 1: model of library services and processes 
1994: 16) 
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m its inputs, outputs 
and relationships performance indicators. Both primary 
secondary inputs can easily measured: example, how much money 
allocated for each .,.,. ... .,1£' • .,. how staff members are employed the 
service, and the of the collection, which are easily quantified. Outputs, 
can be quantified, are generally measured in terms quality and for 
terms purpose 
such as changing political, social and economic circumstances beyond the control of 
library. policies may "'"~'"1">'"'' or information policies adopted, and even 
technological developments an impact on outputs and outcomes achieved. A 
library for wish assess of 
on careers users who use the 
There however, obviously a plethora variables at 
play that contribute to their employment could nothing to 
do the serv1ce. 
However, relationships do 
outputs .at outcomes model, 
the 
they are used to 
assessment of library services and resources. 
the inputs .at 
.,...,.,.""""' ........ " .... r'"' indicators for 
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library inputs and outputs are not mutually exclusive, 
the them provide indicator While various types of 
indicators will 
UCT 
the book collection 
will be evaluated, the proposed by for construction a 
performance indicator, as described by Carbone, should upheld: 
• Infonnative content. The infonnation provided shall be of use for selecting 
programmes and budgets 
• Reliability. The indicator must the same results when rep,eat(:dly 
employed in the same 
an identifiable such as seasonal variations. 
• Validity. The indicator must measure what it is intended to 
measure, even if in certain cases it is an indirect measure or an estimate 
• Accuracy. The object measured must be represented in a sufficiently precise 
way. 
"When applied to libraries, ... standards to a of guidelines or 
1991: 1). a standard 
that a minimum level of performance must set, order to ascertain the 
degree to which goals 
can 
apply here, we will concern ourselves with performance standards. are 
usually "'"·'IJ"' .... for libraries a particular type (such as schools, academic or 
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public libraries), and are "more statements are related to the or 
quantity of services offered" (Baker Lancaster, 1 1: are 
usually over a period of time, allowing the collection of the required 
In addition, performance may set internally by library 
(internal standards), or funders may set minimum performance standards for the 
library order to meet certain stated of service (external standards). 
state-funded public in the UK, performance in relation to standards is 
published in format, cornmrrm performance of the different libraries. 
This may problematic, as to demands of 
they m communities. example, 
interlibrary loans (ILL) may especially active some while others, 
not library have necessary materials required by users, 
to on to see at level 
in to performances or 
published external standards. 
The draft version of the ACRL College and 
final version will edition. the 
library collection should maintained through an collection 
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" The Jibrary varied, authoritative, and up-to-date information 
resources are consonant with its 
users. Resources may on-site or 
or as hard copy, on campus or at orr-·carnou 
needs of the users objectives of the 
provide resources a variety of formats, mcmamg 
electronic text or Within budgetary r~><;!tr~•lnt<;! 
quality resources the most efficient manner Collection currency 
vitality should be through judicious weedingn. 
(ACRL Standards Committee, 1999) 
The draft document also libraries a 
continuing and programme to the collection 
"both and qualitatively". maintenance of the 
through a judicious programme is 
(ACRL 
3.5.4. Standards at the University of Cape Town libraries 
At investigation, no adopted were being used at 
the for university college libraries by 
the Federation Associations 
and the 
(ACRL) were perceived to be too dissimilar from university 
Africa to use the determination aspects of collection 
are compared to (SA). As 
in chapter 1, disparities exist within betweenHBUs 
standards in this corlteJ<t 
could also have onus of responsibility 
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book selection chiefly academic departments, some input provided 
It was therefore difficult to adopt collection and 
development standards library, especially those associated with "''"''""'"''uvu 




such as recommended by the 
financial 
internationally: 
to more with ma 
cost of books is increasing. 
and were, however, 
status 
internationally, 
This does not to which standards to use the atn:tm1me1nt of a 
quality collection that serves needs of its users and satisfactorily. It 
the collection development policies at the UCT 
libraries were under review at time the 
implementation of 
organisations such as IFLA, 
investigated (Bruce, Interview: 1999). While 
does not 
mean that the libraries to adopt them. has "''"''"'' .... "",; that some 
libraries such as the Illinois public in the have ,._ .. .,,., .. ,.,... own 
standards collection 
own standards their coJ.tec:uo1n development 
management policies, which could used as internal do not 
to published. following will analyse the collection of the UCT's 
Main library, including the use patterns new that are added to 
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collection, and the .. ..-..-.,,..,-"'"''""''"" 
the collection. 
by an attempt to 
the collection can 
be used as a basis future 
items circulating in 
investigated 
VUU,...,LJ.'VH ofbooks in 
of these studies could 
area of collection management. 
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While factors such as the of a collection and availability of materials 
are important determinants of how effectively a library serves users, ultimate 
test of the quality of a library collection, however, is extent mode of use" 
(Lancaster, 1977: 178). Maintaining an adequate collection and adding it to 
with new publishing is not if library are to provide value to their 
users. Books to be purchased, catalogued and placed on the they 
require shelf space, 
mere acquisition 
their ,..,.vc"a...,. and '"'-'"u''"""'''-'"'"' COSt 1"n("\f"'P•1.l 
One method of assessing 
do so, 
is not without surmorttn 
and who those users are. 
book collection to undertake collection evaluation 
indications of who uses collection, in which 
which divisions of the collection are most used, proportions 
particularly in ""'"''·HJH to subjects and of materials. In other one has 
usage by university community, in to 
PtP·Mn·lnP their levels of enecttvene!'iS and cm;t-ette•ctn 
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and Simon's (1969) findings derived during 
and most particularly their 
classic 
study at the University of "-'"''"'""J'"V 
ete1t1mnat1on that one could predict how often ofbooks with 
a library, will the 
theoretical of the present They tried to 
materials in collection under three conditions: 
1) When no of past use was available, 
when a record 
recommended 
for five years 
years 
was available, and 
was available. 
that were to be fol,lowed 
use of 
each of these 
circumstances, groups of books 
They recommenm;o that records 
on defined characteristics 
use should 
that together use analysis 
reasonably accurate of collection use. Their primary finding was that 
an ~Vf''T~CrP. ........... vacould predict future use (141-146). 
investigation the circulation new books in system 
provide the tn~~oretlt:::al t..,,,......,,uu ... rlr the movement of new books. 
concluded "the percentage new items entering the circulating 
collection, in the year and then rapidly declines. addition, ... the 
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decline is rapidly 50% from one to next. such a rate it does 
not take before new contributions are negligible" (1979: 20). The study also 
verified that "is considerable built-in inertia associated large 
and that "in terms entire university environment~ ... 
are 1991: 82). 
• The Collection sample consists of the selection of a random sample of 
the entire collection or subject usually use of a 
shelflist, locating the books involved plotting their circulation history from 
earliest use to the present. and Simon (1969) used this method. The 
purpose of this approach is determine the of obsolescence 
of the collection in subject fields equals the 
with the of the materials (Lancaster, 1 :53). Due computer space 
constraints (the researcher was informed by statistician 
BOOK/PLUS system was unable to provide detailed circulation .... ~ ... u .. ,. •• ...,"' 
title 1996 1997)~ individual could not be studied their 
circulation following approach was therefore adopted: 
• The Checkout sample corlststs of the an borrowed during a 
particular period of time. It is 
circulation, although it can also 
mostly to 
an estimate 
the subject of 
of obsolescence when 
publication of borrowed are analysed. 
the library over a particular 
of items back 
provided 
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synchronous studies of accumulated which allowed for 
into subject distribution as well as estimates of obsolescence 
accession dates of '"'""'1-'"''""'n items. One disadvantage of the checkout sample is 
that it cannot render a computation for book as books that are used in 
the library but not checked out the system are not included the 
Obviously, some books can be and browsed in library without being 
borrowed, and total use would therefore exceed recorded circulation .. n ... '"""j''"'"'· 
Studies conducted at the University Chicago by Fussier Simon (1969), by 
Bommer (1973) by Domas (1978) come to conclusion that "the 
proportional use of the collection was similar whether circulation or in-
house use was considered" (Lancaster, 1993: 76). Hindle and Buckland state that 
"books that little relatively little in-house use and the higher the 
...,,uuu .. ,u the level in-library (1978: 270). The University of 
Pittsburgh study of circulation and in-house use showed that "7 5-78% of 
those and monographs that circulate in-house also circulated 
externally. ... percentage increasing with time" (Kent et al., 1979: 29). 
Thus total use of the collection would include in-house use. Previous ;:nu,.u...,., 
statistics, this was assumed the purpose investigation. 
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Koller .......... ,,,.,...,..., ( 1992) at the 
University of to this 
this will only draw conc1usions the in 
collection. 
Relative on the other hand, refers an of use collection by 
according to various m 
that library. The Pittsburgh studies involved intense 
evaluation over a period of 86 months at Hillman Library of 
Pittsburgh and showed "in terms of distribution, circulation records 
only a few results remarkably close to those gathered for whole 
period of 86 months. provides some evidence . . . patterns of use the 
collection very slowly" (Lancaster, : 57). Lancaster to this 
a large academic 
community, courses and programmes "'"'""'f"•"' yearly (and cOITe~;ponoJmgl) 
reading and reference change) new programmes are established and 
existing ones discontinued, do on 
and demand. He concluded changes in the composition 
ofthe population occur very gradually ( :51). 
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4.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
1. ~====-=:.....=:.:: 
results in 
estJlgatmn into the circulation of the book stock were supported the data 
accumulated over period 1 - 1998, in relation to: 
• circulation patterns of books, particularly those that were 
accessioned, 
of of particular subject areas of the collection, and 
• whether still an important factor in the rate at 
(In other words, could the 1 study reasonably predict what the 998 
circulation patterns would look or anticipate movement of the books?) 
et aL at the University of Pittsburgh 
the circulation peaks in the first and then 
rapidly declines at a rate of fifty ...,.,. •. ,..."' .... "~" from to year (1979: 19-24). 
Whether was indicative ofthe ~,_.U,,,LVH at was to 
Who borrows books? What effect this on use? 
users are divided of type of borrower, of which the four most 
important are undergraduate, postgraduate, staff subscriber. iii 
provides a of those to the investigation). The study will determine 
what proportion collection, new borrowed 
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the various borrowers (such as undergraduates and postgraduates), 
types are allowed borrowing periods, and this will the 
circulation '"'1"'""'"'··" of books. 
What measures can be cost -effectiveness 
the book collection? How the circulation of new materials in Main 
to acquisition of new materials, respect 
• new materials in circulation in comparison to the 
materials purchased for the Main library; 
number of new 
• the 
books actually circulating in Main 
• the percentage categories (age subject) stock may be regarded as 




This thesis will concern itself the evaluation of library specifically 
browsing collection of the UCT's stock the library. review of the 
approaches to the assessment collection use will 
which suits 
libraries by 
situation library. The use 
and u~u~vu ( 1969), as well as Kent et 
and one cm:>sen 
conducted in university 
(1979), be used as a 
theoretical framework within which to conduct an analysis of the circulation patterns 
of both new older in the UCT book col.tec:tton. 
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of circulation activity had been recorded into a database Microsoft 
Access. order to compare the movement books in 1 1997 and a 
count of the frequency of circulation each accession date was performed 
each database, reports were imported into a 
Microsoft spreadsheet (see Appendix iv a printout relevant 
worksheet). From this the of each book was entered into spreadsheet 
in order to rank the books in age and circulation, as illustrated the 
example table 2. 1992 "''·u""'"'" sample was available as a sor·ea<Jsneer 
to it was compared pattern the 
period 1996 -1998. 
of a from date ofacc,essl 
the 1997 series Table 2, 51 accessioned in 1997 are 
circulating, are one old. In same data 93 books accessioned 
1996 are circulating, and are 2 1998 data 49 books 
accessioned 1998 are circulating, are one old. In same 
70 books accessioned in 1997 are circulating, and are 2 years old. 
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n Numberof Number of Number of Number of 
books books books books 
circulating circulating 
in 1992 in 1996 in 1997 in 1998 
90 78 33 8 years old 31 
91 36 2 years old 41 34 8years old 
92 16 -+ 1 year old 57 44 
83 72 67 
90 69 65 
95 70 2 years old 86 
96 70 1 yearold 93 -+ 2 years old 
97 -+ 1 yearold 70-+ 2 old 
1 year old 
Totals 
The full ranking in order of the ofbooks circulating the period 1996-1998 
available Appendix v (a). The information was used to compare 
to determine which broad 
most and 
newer books the system, older book circulation patterns. 
Main 
library, and thus sample. include Law, Architecture, and 
Music, Education and Medicine. 
about who borrowed books postgraduate, 
subscriber) was not available for 1 as BOOK/PLUS was not configured for 
this option at time. 1997 1998 could 
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were found attempts were made to collection use by 
subject, are according to CESM categories, 
are classified by in the (see page 
and subject divisions were obvious, subjects were combined for analytical 
purposes, as displayed in Philosophy and Psychology 
do not Philosophy Religion, consists DDC 100 200 
Psychology forms a category CESM, but it forms part 
1 00 class. It was therefore possible to accurate for 
purchases separate area, and 
2 This information was obtained in spreadsheet format from Robin Gherasim ofUCT who'"''""''""~'·"" 
their annual statistical report. 
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CESM PART OF MAIN I,TBRA.RY 
CATEGORY CESM SUBJECT BROAD CIRCULATION? 
CATEGORY (Y/N) NO] 




03 Arts-Visual and Performing 700 y 
04 Busi Scien~e and 600 y 
Commerce 
05 cation 300 N 
06 Computer Science 600 y 
07 Education 300 N 
08 Engineering and Technology 600 y 
09 Health care and Sc1~n'-'c:s 600 N 
10 Home Economics . . N 
11 Industrial Arts N . " 
12 Language and Literature 800 y 
13 Law 400 N 
14 Librru. n;;~ and Museums 000 N 
15 Life and Physical Sciences 500 y 
16 I~ 500 y 
17 Military """;"""""" Not purchased by library N 
18 Philosophy and Religion 100 + 200 y 
19 Physical Education Not purchased b N 
20 100 y 
21 300 y 
22 Social Sciences 300 y 
23 General 000 y 
Table 3: Reconciliation ofCESM and DDC categories 
could reconciled into subjects housed Main 
on the open 
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Philosophy • Philosophy and l:'svcnc>Io~!V 
Religion (DDC 100 + 200 • Religion 
• 
Natural Scic;mcc~s and Mathematics (DDC 500 class) • 
• Mathematical Sciences 
Technology and Commerce 
• Science 
• Engineering and Technology 
iterature and Rhetoric (DDC 800 class) Literature 
Table 4: Composition of final DDC Categories 
For of the 1996, 1997 and 1998 frequency circulation activity 
was divided illustrated 
Age distribution 
(Years) from the average 1996-
1996 1997 1998 Average 
1996 
Highly used 
1-7 years 41.0% 42.9% 
51.2% 49.3% 53 51.3% 
38 ~ 10 circulations) 
9 circulations) 
Table 5: Distribution of book age for the period 1996-1998 as indicated use 
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4.4.3. Statistical analysis of data 
The of the relationship between of a book and the number 
it is borrowed was performed with 
Analysis. statistical was used to 
and if it what the relationship was. null 
there was no relationship the age a book and frequency of 
circulation. For ofthe circulation samples (1 1997 and 1998), Data 
Analysis was used to a statistics, which provided .... ,.,, ..... .,,.,. 
such as the mean, median, t-test score standard deviation. These could 
be used to show relationship existed (for the in the samples 
each year) between age of a and number of times it circulated. 
three-year data was to a scatter diagram, plotted points 
of each circulation frequency scores in relation to the age of a book on a 
and demonstrated whether or not a data 
Then Analysis was used draw a line provided 
the line or regression 
relationship exists between 
number of times it circulates, and assesses the "'w·"'•·urth 
denoted . The percentage represented 
Regression analysis 
age of a and 
explained variations, while the rest unexplained. Regression Analysis allows 
the inclusion randomness that of the model (such as 
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variations in the number of books purchased or catalogued over time) in the model. 
The higher the value of R2, the better the model fits the data. 
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Figure3: Scatter diagram with regression line of samples for the periods 1996, 1997 and 1998 
4.4.5. Assessing the model 
fn assessing the regression behaviour it is important to establish with a level of 
significance that linearity does exist. The level of confidence chosen was 95%. 
The data sets were tested for normal distribution, and the t-test was performed to 
determine the strength of the linear model represented by the fitted Jine. 
4.4.5.1. Normal distribution 
A nOimal probability distribution produces a bell curve that represents a 
distribution that is roughly the shape of many empirical (i.e. real world) 
distributions, like height or weight. The normal curve indicates that most 
individual cases are grouped around the mean (which is the top of the curve) 
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and as scores get ftu1her from the mean (left or right) their occunence becomes 
more rare. The bell curve estimates the margin of eJTOr in the sample of the 
population (how far the sample is likely to be "off" from the enti re population). 
In order to determine whether the circulation "benchmark" establ ished by the 
1992 study could have predicted the 1996-1998 ci rculation rate of activity, a 
histogram was created, to plot the movement of books in relation to their age for 
the time period 1996~ 1998, w:-tere the bases of the rectangles correspond to 
series intervals created (grouped ages of books), and the height of each rectangle 
equals the number of observations in that series. The shape of the histogram 
provides information about what kind of distribution exists. 
Histogram 
>- 100 () 
c 
Cl) 
/[ :::l 50 CT ~ 
0 u. 
1 14 27 40 54 
Age of book (Years) 
Figure 4: Positively skewed histogram of book distribution in re la tion to age 
The distribution curve for the histogram in figure 4 is positively skewed, which 
indicates that there is large number of low or small points on the histogram. 
The large number of books aged 8~52 years that are still circulating in the book 
collection accounts for this phenomenon. 
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To assess linear model to see well it fits the data, the ofthe slope 
was performed using the derived with Data 










a significance of5% (95% 
value ofthe test statistic calculated is -20.086 
~-. 
region 
Figure 5: Sampling distribution of the t-statistic 
This information indicates strongly that there is a relationship 
If 
a p-
between a book between 1 and and circulation 
for range are no observations outside this 
we do not know the the 
sample to obtain a larger sample. 
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An outlier is an observation that is unusually small or or lies on the 
outskirts of the diagram. This could mean: 
1. was an error in recording the value 
2. The point should not have included in the sample 
The was simply unusually large or small and was recorded 
and it is therefore judg~d to be valid. 
1932 was entered into the database 
1996. It was however identified as an outlier that should not have 
included in the sample. The unique identifYing number book, available 
as part of the printout received the libraries, used 1932 as its 4 
digits was used instead of the accession date. Consequent investigation into 
the true date found that the accession number was not available, as it had not 
been recorded. This outlier was analysis. 
The Data Description outlined in table 6 describes summary output for the 
that was plotted This line was used to whether a 
relationship between a book and the number of times it circulates, 
and assesses the strength of the linear relationship, denoted R2• 
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MJtipe R 0.852263165 
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Aqustoo R SqHe o. 724552189 
Stamd Errcr 11.0478728 
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M¥JVA 
cl SS MS F SigifiaraJ F 
1 49244.402ffi 49244.40:dX> 403.4591257 1.27417E-44 
152 18552.435 122.0554934 
153 67795.837€6 
51.6Cl9:a31 1.BOO:i27684 28.Effi53119 5.48100E-63 48.0397402 55.178432 48.0397402 55.178432 
-1.20034004 O.caxJ73305 -20.00029198 1.27417E-44 -1.325333489 -1.(870033g2 -1.325336489 -1. 087'003392 
Table 6: Descriptive statistical output from Data Analysis for figure 3 
For the sample data sets obtained from the population sample, which is deemed to 
be representative of the entire population of books in the Main library, the 
coefficient "Age" is -1.2, which means that for each year that the book ages, its 
usage will decrease by an average of 1.2 circulations. 
In practicaJ terms, the negative slope indicated by the slope of the regression line in 
figure 3 is meaningless, although indicated on the graph. Practically, no book can 
circulate a negative number of times, although it can circulate 0 times. The 
regression line indicates that the age at which books (in the sample data set) are 
used 0 times is 42 years. This age range of books represents an average of2% of 
the data sample, which can already be marked for weeding purposes, before further 
analysis occurs into obsolescence and weeding in the library. 
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The intercept is 51.6 representing the number of books in circulation, and is 
technically the point where the regression line and they-axis intercept. This would 
mean that if the book were completely new (0 years old) it would have an average 
circulation of 51.6. This however is incorrect because in the sample set there were 
no books that were 0 years old. 
The value of R square (R2) = 73%, as indicated in table 6: the summary output for 
the years 1996, 1997 and 1998. This tells us that 73% of the number of 
circulations is explained by the variation in the age of the books. The remaining 
27% would remain unexplained source outliers. 
What is impmiant about the value of R1 is that the closer it gets to 1 the better the 
fit of the model to the data of the sample set. Note that the regression line (figure 
3) slopes. A horizontal line would mean that the value ofy is unaffected by the 
value ofx, and that the resultant horizontal straight line would have a slope of zero. 
The null hypothesis specified that there is no linear relationship between the age of 
a book and its circulation frequency, which means that the slope is zero. We can 
therefore reject the null hypothesis, since there is enough evidence to infer that 




4.5. 1. Predictions of use 
Circulation data provides information about what has occurTed in the past, and 
what is happening in the collection now. Or, as Lancaster advocates, "past use is 
a good indicator of present use, and therefore. present use may well be a good 
predictor of future use", .. , [and) that one should use circulation data to reveal 
ditTerences between actual and 'expected' behavior" ( 1993: 51-58). The 1992 
synchronous study should then have predicted, with reasonable accuracy, the 
1996-1998 book circulation patterns, providing there were no major changes such 
as a large decrease in the amount of books circulating, or the curricula taught. 
The titted lines of J 992 and 1996, 1997 and 1998 were compared to investigate 
whether a similar relationship existed between the age of a book and its frequency 
of circulation in 1992. A simil~rity would indicate that the model would have 
predicted the circulation activity of the Jatest in samples derived from the 
population. Figure 6 illustrates this comparison, with the values ofR2, as 
calculated by Excel, indicated on the graph. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of 1992, 1996,1997 and 1998 regression lines 
The R2 values for 1996, 1997 and 1998 were quite high - 0.70, 0.73 and 0.76 
respectively, or 70%, 73% and 76% of the variations in the number of 
circulations of books could be explained. The R2 in 1992 is 0.71 or 71%. The 
fitted lines were quite similar for new book movement, but diverged greatly at the 
bottom of the x-axis. This was probably due to the lack of data for the years 
between 1993 and 1995, where no data were accumulated. The negative slope 
was ignored. as a book cannot circulate a negative number of times. 
It was observed that books aged 1 -7 years old were the outliers on the scatter 
diagram, while the other points were clustered quite closely around the fitted 
I ines. The more out I iers there are on a graph, the less the value of R 2 will be. 
Figure 7 illustrates that in 1992 ofthe use of books aged 1-7 years were more 
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erratic than in 1996, 1997 and 1998, especially in relation to books aged l-2 
years. During the subsequent investigation a marked increase in the use of new 
books entering the system was demonstrated. The 1992 graph would have 
provided a useful estimate of future overall circulation activity, but not for the 
movement of new books in the collection. Figure 7 illustrates that in 1992 the 
circulation of the newest books, aged 1-2 years, was very slow, in comparison to 
future years, where the use of new books had increased dramatically. Therefore 
Kelley's observation that data used for comparative purposes should be 
systematically collected over time could be COITOborated ( 1991: 30). There was a 
gap oftlu·ee years when no data was collected, and this could have provided 
indications and perhaps warnings that the circulation patterns of new materials 
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Figure 7: Comparison of 1992, 1996, 1997 and 1998 circulation activity 
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In general, the overall patterns of book circulation for the years 1996, 1997 and 
1998, in comparison to 1992, were very similar. The "benchmark" established by 
the 1992 synchronous investigation into whether the use of books decreases with 
age illustrated that most book movement occurred in the range of books aged 2-
3 years, but that books in the range 6-7 years of age were in general those that 
circulated most often. The sample derived for the 1996-1998 study confirmed 
this. Three general ranges of book movement were observed, l-7 years, 8-32 
years, and 33 years and older. In each instance newly accessioned books ( 1-year 
old books) were used less often than books aged 2-3 years, and most of the 
variation in the linear regression line or fitted line graph illustrated in figure 6 can 
be accounted for by the book circulation in the age range 1-7 years, which is 
notably higher than books in the other ranges. Books aged 33 years and older 
comprise an average of5.8% of the circulating books, and the least movement 
occurs in this data range. Chapter 6 deals with this section of circulation activity. 
4.5.2. Subject usage 
The quality of provision of servi~es and resources can be monitored by using 
internal comparisons. If, as Orr ( 1973) advocates, the quality of a library lies in its 
capabi li ty to meet the needs of its users, "then the ratio of supply to demand will be 
an ideal indicator of the quality of a loan collection" (WaJJ, 1994: 194). 
Investigating usage per subject can provide important internal indicators of 
whether the book collection is performing in an effective marmer. If a subject 
occupies a certain proportion of the book collection, then it follows that its 
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circulation rates must be proportionate to this. Lower or higher circulation 
percentages th(ln subject library holdings percentages might be used to indicate 
underuse or overuse of a subject, and are important performance indicators in 
decision-making and collection planning. Figure 8 depicts the rate of circulation of 
books in selected subjects at the UCT libraries tor the years 1996) 1997 and 1998, 
as indicated by the percentage of circulation activity for which each subject 
accounts in relation to the percentage of the total book population represented by 
the subject. Each subject will be discussed separately. 
In general, the graphs show that some subjects might be regarded as circulating 
effectively, and others less so. The proportion of the collection that each suqject 
occupies remained constant throughout the three-year period, while the number of 
books bon·owed has varied from year to year, some more than others. Social 
Sciences and Literature and RJ1etoric displayed a marked underuse of books in 
comparison to the number of books in those subjects that were available for 
bon·owing. The circulation figures in the Social Sciences did, however, appear t.o 
be increasing from I 996 to 1998, The Natura l Sciences and Mathematics and 
Technology and Applied Sciences displayed distinct overuse throughout this 
period of investigation. 
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subject 
It is most that the Social 
proportion the collection, yet, although it represents the subject with the 
.... p,. • .., .... ~ percentage circulation activity, the use of the collection not 
proportionate to the percentage of the collection it occupies. One may 
1-h.:>· .. ,.i'." .. "' ....... ,.,,"'""'"' that the Social collection underused. In addition, 
Social....,..., • ..., .... ,..., faculty had the second-largest proportion students 
registered (Commerce had the number of registrations). 
:SUIOents registered the Social Science faculty represented 16.6%, 15.5% and 
14.8% oftotal during 1996, 1997 and 1998 respectively 
(University Cape Town. Vice-chancellor's 1996: 11; 1997: 18; 
1998: 18). The observed decrease the number of students in the Social 
number of uses the 
subject received in the Main library. there was a notable increase of 
6% in the circulation from 1996 and 1997 in comparison to 1998: 
could indicate more books were being If this was the case then the 
oi'TAF'Tnracn.:><>" ofthis subject to increasing. Books in subject 
were not circulating effectively, although this did appear to improving. 
subject area displayed the same pattern of effectiveness as Social ....,,..,,,..., .. ...,...,. 
The percentage of books in the collection was not proportionate to 
the of books this subject occupied in Main library book 
collection, and this subject area also be regarded as underused. In fact, 
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1996, use of books in this subject decreased from 16.1% to 12.9%, 
while proportion of the total Linear stock it occupied had remained 
constant at 25%. Books the subject area Literature Rhetoric 
The number student registrations Arts 
faculty comprised 8.2%, 8.5% 8% of the total in 1996, 
1997 and 1998 - the fifth-lowest figure comparison to other 
faculties in year (University 
Report, 1996: 11; 1997: 18; 1998: 18). 
Vice-chancellor's 
are therefore 
relatively low, and subject. 
These subjects were circulating effectively in 1996, as the items 
the collection the of uses were same. 1997 there am>ears 




percentage collection it occupied was 1% more than percentage 
data was too 
circulation patterns. 
draw conclusions future 
4.5.2.4. Natural Sciences and Mathematics and Technological and Applied Science 
Books in two broad subjects were circulating heavily. 




Natural Sciences and Mathematics were not, however, in as demand as 
books Technological and Applied Sciences. 
was on average 1.4 times higher the per·cerna~~e 
circulation """'''"'"''" .. 
books circulating in 
collection. However, the Technological Applied Sciences displayed an 
even higher of overuse demand. "'"""'!".'"'of 
consistently outweighed percentage of books in the collection by an average 
of2.6 This could be accounted for that Commerce formed 
part of this subject, and Commerce Faculty at the 
number of student enrolments, 22.1%, 24.6% during 1996, 1 
and 1998 respectively (University Cape Town. Vice-chancellor's Report, 
1 11; 1997: 18; 1998: 18). 
Implications of overuse and underuse of the collection 
• A failure to meet user needs 
strength particular area 
concerned to meet the current volume and variety of user demands needs. 
"The more overused a class, lower probability that any 
will be on shelf when looked by a user" (Baker 1991: 
94). 
more overused a the valuable it will to a user, to shelf 
bias, where to find books that are valuable and useful 
as the available 
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• underused class is one ""H'""''"' contents seem to exceed present user needs" 
and .._,..,,.....,,,....,~,..,. 1991: 94). 
• Underused ..., .... , .... , ... ,." that the selection of books are not of much 
community. It may reflect the collection se11eCtJton 
also indicate that the bad, or that user needs changed over It 
books available are too old meet user needs or desires, and collection 
new added or made visible. 
(Baker and Lancaster, 1991: 94) 
Relative use data can also provide information about collection use over 
including whether use of specific IS or decreasing over time, 
in order to .... t:,.,. .... ..-. collection development and policy 
noted that 
decision-making. 
the DDC broad classes on own is not enough to inform 
classes consist of narrower subject categories, where 
variations in overuse or underuse can affect circulation results. Jenkins and 
Morley emphasise that there might a problem '\:unPrP it is assumed that the entire 
be uniformly. "It should 
used for different parts of the collections" (Jenkins and 1991: 1 
investigation the who borrows materials can provide 
valuable information about ..... ,,u""'"' and how these are being 
which can be in library .. ,.w,.,. .... ,.,..6 and decision-making. 9 illustrates 
circulation levels Main library. are 
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currently 26 user categories, but only the 4 categories where most circulation 
activity occurs are displayed on the graph, while the residuals are labeled "other" 
(see Appendix iii). 






Figure 9: Users of books circulating in the Main library during 1997 and 1998 
Undergraduates account for the majority of circulation activity, which concurs with 
and reinforces de Jager's observation that the Main library was used mainly for 
studying and teaching purposes ( I 995: 216 ). She also observed that the J ibrary 
was not used primarily for research purposes, and the circulation figures for 
postgraduate use of books in 1997 and 1998, 2 1% and 14% respectively, as well as 
the staff circulation figures for 1997 and 1998, 7% and 6% respectively, support 
her conclusion. 
Lf a library were used mainly for research purposes, the majority of the users of 
materi als would be postgraduates and staff. For teaching and research purposes1 
these users require access to the latest, up-to-date information, and one would 
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expect to see higher circulation activity than was demonstrated during the years 
under investigation. This phenomenon was investigated further by examining the 
circulation rates of new materials entering the library book collection, to detennine 
who borrows the books, and in what proportions they do so. 
A comparison of the circulation of new books in 1996, 1997, 1998 and the number 
of new volumes added to the stock of the Main library revealed that very few of 
the books purchased during each year actually circulated jn that year: 0.99% in 
1996,0.83% in 1997 and 0.73% in 1998, as illustrated in figure 10. This was also 
found in 1992 and would seem to suggest that the newest books were consistently 
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Figure I 0: Use of books aged I yea r in comparison to new books added to the Main library stock 
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Different user types at the UGT libraries are granted different loan periods, which 
could impact on the use of new materials in the collection. These periods are as 
follows: 
USER LENGTH OF TIME A BOOK MAY BE BORROWED 
CATEGORY 
1 week 
Undergraduate The loan period may be extended 3 times at 1-week intervaJs, provided no one 
else has reserved the book. 
35 days 
Postgraduate The loan period may be extended 3 times at 35~day intervals, provided no one 
else has reserved the book. 
3 months 
Member of staff 
The. loan extension period may b-e extended once, for a further 3 months 
Table 7: Borrowing periods for library users 
(University of Cape Town. General rules for degrees and student rules, 1998 (a): 71) 
The 3-month lending period for staff could account for the low rate of use of new 
books entering the system, since books which are ordered by departments are made 
avai lable exclusively to the staff members for their perusaJ for a period of one 
week, after which time staff may borrow these new books for a period of 3 months. 
However, most ofthe users of 1-year old books are undergraduates: in 1997 61% 
and in 1998 63% of users were undergraduates, and only 8% constituted staff 
members! Books in the collection are used mainly for study purposes, as 
demonstrated by de Jager's investigation (1995: 2 1 5-216). 
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4.5.4.1. The use of new books in specific subjects 
The use of new books was investigated to determine whether the phenomenon 
of low circulation of one-year old books existed in the specific subject 
categories as well. The average circulation frequency of the three-year perjocl 
was calculated for each subject, to obtain the vaJues for their overall 
performance. The results for each subject confirmed that the circuJation activity 
of new books had the same patterns of movement as was demonstrated in the 
overall circulation activity (as illustrated in figure 7). New books peaked in 
their use when they were two or tlu·ee years old, then circulation gradually 
decreased over a period of time. The Social Sciences and Technology and 
Applied Sciences had the heaviest recorded use of new books, and the Social 
Science, Engineering and Commerce faculties at the UCT appear to have been 
the heaviest users of the newest books in these areas. Books aged 1-3 years 
represented, on average, 26% of the total circulating in Social Science, and 20% 
jn Technology and Applied Sciences. Figure 11 illustrates the average 
circulation patterns for each of the broad subject categories under consideration. 
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1996-1998 Average of subject categories 
30~------------------------------------------------~ 
" b< "' "~ <l;) ,_co ,_<?> rv"' rv~ rvco <:>" ~ r;-. b<~ b<<:> b-10 b<C?> 
Age of books (Years) 
-+-Social Science 
- Philosophy and Psychology, including Religion 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
-"*- Technology and Applied Sciences 
-.-. Literature and Rhetoric 
Figure II : Average uses per subject 
It has been shown that new books were not in heavy demand in the Main library. 
De Jager's investigation concluded that in the Main library "a book circulates a few 
times, if at all, in the fi rst year or two after entering the system. Gradually over the 
next few years an item becomes known and might appear on recommended reading 
lists when demand escalates" (1995: 216). This study ofthe circulation patterns of 
new books confirmed this. The circulation of new books in the Main library was a 
low 0.85%. New books were not in demand, and this concurred with de Jager's 
observation that the circulation of books appeared to be "supply driven rather than 
demand driven in a situation where students use[ d] recommended rather than the 
most recent books" (1995: 216). 
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4.5.5. Effectiveness and Cost-effectiveness Measures for evaluating the performance 
of the book collection 
"A cost-effectiveness study looks at return on investment" (Lancaster, 1993: 277). 
In the library, resources such as time and money are spent on purchasing and 
preparing books for placement on the shelves, and cost-effectiveness would entail 
the optimal allocation of these resources so that the returns on investment, which 
can be outputs or outcomes, do not outweigh the inputs. For example, the input 
cost for a book in the library includes staff time and salary cost for processing 
acquisitions orders, cataloguing, and shelving new materials, as well as the money 
spent on purchasing them. If any book does not circulate subsequent to it being 
shelved and available for use, then it can be said that the expenditure has been 
wasted, since it has not met user needs - no one is using it. The analysis of 
circulation activity in the various broad subjects has demonstrated that some 
subject fie lds are experiencing low levels of effectiveness, since their levels of 
c irculation are far below the stock circulation potential. If the input costs are 
compared to the circulation frequency of books, the cost-effectiveness of the 
subjects in the collection can be demonstrated. 
Total input costs (including shelving space costs) were not available to the 
researcher, and thus only the purchasing costs were used to compare the percentage 
of the li brary budget spent on purchasing new books per subject with the 
percentage of books circulating in the collection per subject. The results are 
il lustrated in figure 12. 
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1996: Analysis of cost-effectiveness 
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Figure 12: Expenditure per subject in relation to books circulating and total subject holdings 
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no use or use were to retained in collection. graphs figure 12 
demonstrate how much money ...,,,.. .... " ........... ,, ..... ,. ........... F. costs or the cost 
the on the open was per subject, on purchasing books in 
the Main library. If one compared theper·cer1ta~~e of library book v ...... , ... ...,~ spent on 
per and the percentage of materials that circulated in 
subject, levels of cost-effectiveness become 
At time investigation, each Faculty received a budget the UCT 
nr~li"1 PI1 based On the formula book allocationS at largest percentage 
Social Sciences during each 
that study was performed. The circulation this subject not 
meet with 
that circulated 
budget allocated to it. percentages of books 
1996, 1997 and 1998 were consistently lower than 
cun-'"'"~"' .... to this subject. During 1998, Literature Rhetoric constituted .4% 
book collection, yet subject area only accounted for 12.9% books in 
circulation, received 16.9% of the budgetary allocation. Books in both the 
Social Literature Rhetoric not appear to circulating 
and indications are that budget allocations should be reviewed. 
The underuse of books in subject could due incorrect book selection, 




9.8% and 7.8% of the book collection respectively, and of 
books that circulated subjects were consistently higher than these figures 
figure 12). Technology and Applied Sciences appeared to particularly badly 
that was 
available! Both Natural Sciences and the Technology and Applied 
displayed distinct overuse, it could be argued that demand was so high that it 
indicated that budget allocations should reviewed. 
Philosophy, Psychology and appear to have reached a stable position, 
where the percentage of books circulating and the percentage the books formed 
the total stock differed 1% from 1997 1998, and the budget allocation fell 
midway between the two per·cer1ta,;~es. 
The analysis that even though the amount of money 
allocated book purchases for the Social Sciences from 39.4% 
1997 to 1% 1998, circulation in this subject area had ncr·eas:ea. 
books circulating had increased by 6% from 1997 to 1998, while 
percentage of books purchased had decreased by 5.3%. It appears that more books 
were circulating this and they were doing so in a more cos:t-ette1ctnre 
manner. In 1996 Literature and Rhetoric, displayed cost-effectiveness with the 
percentage of book circulation exceeding the percentage acquisitions 
expenditure. appeared to regressed 1997 
and 1998, with ex<:eeamte: book circulation by and 4% 
respectively. In addition, the "'""'"'"'"'"' circulation statistics figure 11 illustrated 
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that the demand new books in Literature and was lowest of the 
subjects under consideration. books this subject constituted an average of 
only of the number ofbooks 1996-1998. In 
new books in Social ;:"')CJtences """"'"""' an 
the book ..,,....,,•nn.>u during same 
The Natural Sciences and Mathematics Applied Sciences 
appeared to be heavily overused, budget allocations to 
taken high demand into account. In the subject during 1996 
and 1 the percentage of circulating exceeded budget allocations 
just below 8%. The amount of money allocated purchases (approximately 13% 
of the acquisitions budget) did not appear adequate to meet user needs. 
amount of money in 1998 was by 11%, resulted the 
erce:ntaJ?;e of percentage of books 
Technological Sciences as well as proportion 
book collection remained 
allocations for purchases are 
budget allocation. 
constant the 
since it can assist in arriving at a constant 
The Natural and Mathematics maintained a constant proportion 9.8% 
of books the during three-year period. As with Applied and 
Technological Sciences, had availability during each but 
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the percentage ofbooks circulating decreased from 16.7% in 1996 to 14.4% 
1997 to 13.5% in 1 Circulation and by '" ... '""""'"'"'"' effectiveness appears to 
decreasing, the Cape .......... "' .... "' show 
the number faculty has increased 
the allocations for Natural 
cost-effectiveness, as 
Mathematics appeared to 
rangmg 22% of the budget 1996 to 11 1997 to 16% 
in 1998. It recommended that some consistency in budget allocation 
if cost-effectiveness is to pragmatically u""''"'"'UJ. 
Statistical analysis into whether there is a relationship the of a book and 
circulation frequency can determine whether a relationship """''"'~"'· but it cannot 
that age a book determines the number · it will receive, or that 
there is a causal relationship. 
The present investigation did not concur with the observations of Kent et al. at the 
University of Pittsburgh, new items the circulating collection peaks 
and then rapidly declines at a rate 50% per year. Main library, 
samples 
after first 
of 1% circulation in 
for 1996, 1997 and 1998. The 
circulating collection-
of acquisition in 
does not decline rapidly 
of circulation as et al. observed. Most circulation activity 
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occurs during first seven years the with 
peaking during 
In 
in the second and third 
are not in heavy demand. 
second and third 
to year are very similar. 
Usage 
in all the samples, which indicated the newest books 
longer borrowing period for staff, and preference 
given to academic for the perusal of new materials after accession, could account 
for low circulation of new materials. This however, been refuted, most 
of the borrowers of new 
the library was mainly study and teaching purposes, and not research. 
Analysis showed that for year a book ages, The summary output from 
circulation would ,..,""''~"'""""" 
new books "'".,"'"1 .. '"" for the period 1996-1998 was 56 uses. If the number 
of uses a book ~"""'""""'"" by per year, statistically, book should 
circulate for 
observations of 
""""'~""' .. "" it no use at all. in contrast to the 
et al. that a book's circulation rate peaks in the year, 
from one to next 20). 
the use of books the broad subject areas of Philosophy and 
Psychology, including Religion; "''"''n"' 
Technology and Applied "-'""'·"" .. ''"""'' 
Natural and Mathematics; 
and Rhetoric showed that 
of the collection subjects occupied remained constant from to 
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Although the percentages of books circulating in subject varied, the 
overall use pattern remained similar for each under consideration. On average, 
'-''"''"U .... U''-''"' .. "''"' accounted for highest circulation rates Technology and 
Applied C"tCJtemces accounted for the second-highest (20.5%), Natural Sciences 
Mathematics and Rhetoric the second-lowest 
(1 and Philosophy and including Religion the lowest 
circulation frequency ( 11 
The student enrolments each the circulation books these 
areas. have "'"'·"""'"• student 
and correspondingly, circulation are the .u,_, •• ,.,,J. subject Technology and 
two faculties. subject and Natural 
Sciences and Mathematics are 
Their circulation figures are not proportionate to the 
represent in the collection. There is evidence of underuse of the books in 
Social U'"'"'"' .. "''"' consistently 
under consideration. It is possible there are large for the three 
numbers older rn>:~tP1"11>:1 in these collections are not circulating, and an 
investigation the specific titles is recommended to determine whether 
this Removing obsolete from collection can newer material 
more visible on the weeding at the libraries has 
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implemented the sample was collected, the synchronous study should 
be reo1eatea. to determine whether circulation oet·cetltaJ2;es in relation to 
holdings has improved these subjects during 
Books in 
1m prove 
subject area and Rhetoric do not appear be circulating cost-
circulation constituted 12.9% of books 16.9% ofthe 
did not 
the period, and it is recommended that purchasing this 
subject be reviewed. The low circulation could be a incorrect 
this may be corrected when library subject 
indications of overuse or underuse could demonstrated, co-operation between 
n•'"'"''r"~"' may the problems over-demand books, or books which are 
may be in demand at another university library; moving them a central 
storage facility could be a measure. 
Undergraduates are responsible the majority of collection usage in 1997 and 1998. 
low by postgraduates (21% in 1 and 14% in 1 and (7% in 
and 6% 1998) indicates that library collection is used mainly study and 
could also account for low usage 
one would expect high rates of usage newest books in a 
rP<;:,,.!'lrt•h library. Yet, new books on slightly than 1% of 
materials circulating! This concurs with 
conclusion use 
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Thus be used as a model against which 
circulation of the collection can be measured. 
in relation to 
used as an indicator of effectiveness. If each 
"""""'""" .. ,1-..,c•a of the library's total collection, then 
a particular 
circulation could expected to 
be proportional to that ~~.,··~r..-· It was. demonstrated that are subjects that are 
book collection, but that the Natural and and 
Mathematics and the _...,.,"' ... "·~""'''-~' and Applied Sciences are heavy demand the 
library. Literature and Rhetoric to be underused, and the proportion of this 
subject circulating in collection is It was that that an 
investigation specific title be undertaken in this as there may a 
large number of obsolete books in the books collection, could influence the 
circulation from collection will newer items more 
visible, and could mcrea!ie the 
activity not improve, it is suggested that resource allocation formula the 
departments 
benchmark for ........... u ... n ... future use of the book and stock relegati!on and 
disposal, or books the library collection. 
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CHAPTERS 
BENCHMARKING FOR QUALITY 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
a means of or 
<"T"J""~" and is usuaiJy used comparing an organi[s]ation's own 
standards capabilities with of rivals in same field of 
business. It can be internal carried out similar 
departments, to identify the most ettJcteJilt 
way of working to improve 
organi[s]ation. Alternatively internal benchmarking can be carried out 
over to find out is declining, the same or 
improving". 
(Brophy Coulling, 98) 
Benchmarking of circulation activity has important implications 
If decisions improvement in cost-
, effectiveness of resources as the book collection are an 
assessment of how NOW can provide a guideline by 
which activities can measured. changes are to a service, 
activity or resource subsequent to benchmarking, 
changes are not positive or 
cost-effective, contingency can be - improvements made or 
servtce 
reaction of or resources. Benchmarks can serve as the 
self-monitoring of processes or Library Information 
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and evaluation UCT library's collection can provide 
important indicators for internal benchmarking, 
organizations such as multinationals to 
is often within 
one 
others" (Brophy and Coulling, 1 99). 
an overall model or guideline of circulation activity of the browsing 
collection will be against which future circulation activity 
book collection can be compared. and Simon 
advocated that pa1tte1ns of book movement 
(1969: 45-52). Therefore performance 
provide a model of circulation for current 
Library, and can provide information about what 
activity in the Linear 
ext)eCtea future '"""T'"""'' 
will look like. any changes are made to the collection, or library practices, 
as the of books catalogued available on 
library shelves for use each month, then this achievement should be 
an increase the circulation activity materials. CALICO 
is implemented the level of activity should once be investigated to 
determine 
ofUCTs users external sources information will have. 
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I 
"Benchmarking is a means by which targets, priorities and operations can 
established that will lead 
(Brophy and Coulling, 1996: inputs so 
outputs and outcomes from can be measured, and the 
results of this assessment for improvements. of the cnamg:mg 
nature of libraries and the impact of technological advances (such as 
multimedia CD-ROMs, fuU and Internet) on 
information usage, needs to be a continuous activity, for 
ensuring quality of"'"'"""'""'"" provision. 
Benchmarking is one method to ensure or pursue quality control, by 
data to problem and decision-making, identifY areas 
improvement. Monitoring benchmark, once it been 
in to the benchmark is one way of providing 
quality control activities. 
Total Quality Management (TQM) is a practice that many businesses 
improving their productivity 
the objective continuous improvements. 
performance. TQM is based on 
three principles of customer 
focus, process improvement and total involvement are its cornerstones. 
continuous education training, good 
communication structures and rewards and recognition are other 
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cornp<me:nts, as performance •u~,·-~·~~· 
.... ,,..-+.-.. iL"<::..,'n, ..... of service and 
which 








Quality service for resource provision can be 
an organisation's own departments 
competitor's 
While 
order to identify how 
measurement provides are 
optimally, must, by definition of be some 
l". ........ ....,.u ... ...,, model, benchmark or standard which the current 
and compared. Comparisons can 
comparisons can useful information various divisions, since 
most variables within the organisation can be controlled. Comparisons 
inputs such as money 
are uncontrolled, and often not all included published 
UK, Library and Information Statistics Unit at Loughborough 
and 






libraries. published statistics can be 
comparison purposes as a rather form (Brophy 
and Coulling, 1996: 128). 
Over years, the sector developed many sets standards, 
~:llir!llil~U!l~ill!J~~l!L~~crlliLill2ml~. IJUt-fU.;>J''-''-' by m 
1996. guidelines to provide methods for a;:)»~J»»ui~;:::. library quality 
and guidelines for improvements to the library, and to assist academic 
resources in a cost-effective and use new 
management techniques" (Poll and te Boekhorst, 1996: 1 Amongst 
n1-l1,.,.,..., they 
the collection, 
indicators to "determine the use of 
therefore, the quality of the collection" (Poll te 
Boekhorst, 1996: 56). 
the has been involved in the collection 
statistics performance measurement by 
leveL Brophy 
on the quality of service provision relation to the university's mission and 
performance (1996: 154), refocusing emphasis of quality provision 
standards of service to the promotion of "autonomous 
than "national norms" (1996: 130). 
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I 
LffiRARIES AND QUALITY 
The majority LIS 
concentrated on case studies the application 
libraries, and have mainly descriptive in their The 
evaluation of library services and resources has, past, relied heavily on 
qualitative methods, and subjective user opinions in order to determine levels 
of quality, and perceived "value" of services. Where quantitative analysis has 
occurred, the movement to measure library performance by investigating the 
actual use 
theorising 
of library resources and inputs has been a slow process from 
measurement statistical 
models assess collections and use, the development of practical 
evaluative to the development of generic indicators 
that could be universally applied. It is only recently that the realisation that 
qualitative together with quantitative methods of evaluation are necessary has 
come to the quantitative assessments provide a context the qualitative 
evaluation of inputs and outcomes, thus yielding indicators which pinpoint 
where are occurring. Quantitative ass:es:smem:s answer 
question of how well a performing, while 
why the 
In 1990 Nancy Van 




as it does. 
used in North America, 
ISO their development of performance 
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practical methods of quantifying (Van House et 1990: 
The ISO Standards published in the 
and industrial way in which standard 
component type quality system derived in 
ISO 9000 and of tools techniques associated with Total 
Quality (Ward 1 : 20). ISO 
9000 standard credibility to derived the 
industries which standards were originally designed would 
beneficial the service industry. Quality assessments could take by the 
outputs to and objectives 
view was adopted the University of South African (UNISA) libraries, 
approach in late 1980's, to 
1 "Whilst performance satisfaction measures a specific interaction, . 
service quality evaluates perceived quality a service and the 
extent to a its 
u...,, ......... , 1998: 230). Thomas emphasises that the measurement of 
performance can no longer occur in of quantitative analysis 
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I 
but that have to be related to and objectives, which turn should 
client exr>ec1tauons into ............. v...,,a (1998: 21 
should basic 
services that could be benchmarked ( 1 348). delivery oro1ces:ses for 
collection is 
It probably this reason that studies which 
a library possesses. 
evaluation of 
libraries have traditionally concentrated on collection, and been 
quantitatively slanted. research has however advocated use of 
Total Quality .~.u ..... u ... 1"''"'"' .. '"'u'L' the y-~ ........ of standards and the use 
practice benchmarking in libraries, order to counteract increasing 
competition ...... " 11 '""" 0 fast easy access to 
media. The ...... , ... ..,,""' ...... ..,.u "'"'r""'·"'" should take as well as 
qualitative into consideration, any 
basis 
quality 
Quantitative analyses as benchmarking do, however, provide 
are not 
and where improvements could be made, in order to enhance 
"'"""'''"'"'"' provision. 
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1. Benchmarking at the UCT libraries 
De study of collection use at the Main library concluded 
"results of the present study should . . . for some 
It would possible to plot active circulation ..... 6 , ... u,,,. the 
materials, using established benchmark the circulation open 
at time" 995: investigation was followed up in 
1996, and it was found that there was similarity in use 
open-shelf material" and de Jager, 1998: 198). (1995: 
has advocated the st,udy should be repeated over time, Spiller 
has concluded that the 
"collected over a period 
to used for effective benchmarking should be 
so they can show trends than 
the blurred snapshot a single year's performance)" (1998: 431). 
Therefore, the synchronous study of "snapshots" in time was repeated 
during 1996, 1997 and 1998, with 
activity which could analysed for similarity, and in to 
of the circulation rate of the book collection, against 
activity could 
major undergraduate 
during year could provide valuable 
used by undergraduates, and 
The initiated 
1999, and a r,:>r!o,:><:lt of the study 
as to how the collection is 
.;>(.I.LJL.;>"LLivi:> the 
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This part of the 
with .. ""'"'"' .. r~ to 
and build on 
initial investigation in 1992: 
intensity could be 
panems (de 
to measure future 
1 ). has advocated "[a] one-time 
study ... lacks of systematically collected data" (1991: 
While the purpose of the 1992 study was to provide a of 
use during a particular period the present study will use 
information provided from in order to determine whether the 
circulation patterns 1996~ 1998 could have been predicted by 
initial study, indicating "'"'"~"'"" ... the circulation rate is constant or varied, 
and the suitability of the snapshots for benchmarking. 
A model book in order a 
representation of the performance of the browsing collection. 
subject division will examined compared, in order to arrive at a 
future book can measured. 
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1.- Creating: the overall benchmark of circulation activity 
The creation of a benchmark involved an analysis 
year. data analysis as out chapter 
of diagram ofthe 
circulation for 1992 
the samples derived for 
as basis 
frequency of 
"'"""""H'-'H figures was 
created. 
possible fit 
period 1996-1998, and 
line was drawn for series, which represented best 
the data points on of the graphs. 
average of the 
using Microsoft '-'1'1.'"'"''' 
scores for the period 1996-1998 were calculated, 






value, or point where one can that the it 
or not, the R2 is to 1 or 100% (this would occur when 
scatter diagram on the 
better the model. 
and there are not 
whether a similar 
circulation the 
""'T'""'·••n the a book and frequency of 
periods. A similarity indicate that model developed 
in 1992 would predicted circulation 
from the !JVI>JLUUCU•uu. 13 illustrates 
J-"""'"'"''· indicated on the calculated 
of the latest 
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F igu re l3: Comparison of 1992 and 1996-1998 average regression lines 
The R2 of the average 1996-1998 data is quite high- 0.76, which convetts to 80% of 
variables which can be explained. TheR2 in 1992 is 0.71 or 71%. The two fitted 
lines are quite similar for new book movement, but diverge greatly at the bottom of 
the x-axis. This is probably due to the lack of data for the years between 1993 and 
1995 where no data was collected, a1d reinforces Kelley's observations that data 
should be collected systematically over time, to be able to track changes and trends 
effectively (1993: 30). Once again, a negative slope has emerged, but as has been 
discussed before, this is meaningless and need not be considered, as no book can 
circulate a negative number of times. 
It can be observed that books aged 1 -7 years old are the outliers on the scatter 
diagram, while the other points are clustered quite closely around the fitted lines. 
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The more outliers there are on a graph, the Jess the value of R2 will be. However, 
the two regression lines overlap and follow the same pattern, indicating that the 
overall movement of new books is fundamentally similar. The 1992 benchmark 
established by de Jager would therefore have provided a useful estimate of future 
overall circulation activity, but not for the movement of new books in the collection. 
5.9.1. The 1992 benchmark 
The benchmark developed by de Jager that represented the synchronous study in 
1992 is illustrated in figure 14. 
Vl 80 
E 
lJ 60 -= .... 





ttems out on loan 
access1oned since 1950 
62 68 74 
CICCeSSIOil number 
80 86 92 
Figure J 4: benchmark of book circula tion in rela tion to accession date developed for the J992 
sy nchronous s tudy 
For the purposes of this study, the accession dates of the books in 1992 were 
related to their age at the time: books with an accession date of 1992 were 1 year 
old, and those with an accession date of 1991 were 2 years old, and so on. The 
Excel spreadsheet in Appendix v (a) demonstrates this. This resulted in the graph 
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of circulation activity in relation to the age of a book illustrated in figure 15. Tbe 
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Age or books (Years) 
Figure 15: Book ci.rculation in relation to book age! 1992 
5.9.2. The 1996-1998 benchmark 
In order to arrive at an average of circulation activity, and not to base the 
benchmark on the circulation frequency of one year's results, the 1996, 1997 and 
1998 circulation frequencies in relation to book age were combined and averaged, 
and a scatter diagram was created to test for the value of R2. The data was tested 
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Age or books (Year.s) 
Figure 16: Benchmark of book circulation for the period 1996-1998 
The model represents the overall performance of the book collection for the 
period 1996 to 1998. New books entering the system do not peak during their 
first year, but reach the peak of their circulation frequency when they are two to 
three years old. The number of times they circulate then decrease, but still remain 
relatively high, until the age of six to seven years. Books then undergo a period 
of average use, until the age of about 33 years, when they begin circulating, on 
average, less than 9 times per year. 
The two models were compared to determine whether the 1992 model could have 
estimated the circulation of books during the period of the current investigation. 
This comparison is illustrated in figure I 7. It was found that the 1992 benchmark 
showed similar patterns of book movement for older material circulating in the 
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collection, but that the circulation of new books has increased in the Main library 
since the 1992 investigation, and this is reflected in the benchmark. The 
benchmark could therefore be a useful method of gauging how the collection is 
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Age or books (Years) 
-+-1996-1998 average ..... 1992 bencl'lmark 
Figure 17: Comparison of 1992 and 19996-1 998 benchma rks of book circulation 
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occurred the past, what 
is happening in from one 
period of time to ....... "'~"''"'A can of the 
collection demonstrated that 
circulation behaviour of subjects in the Main library differed 
from actual circulation that occurred, and provided indications of the 
collection was overused underused (chapter This be useful 
taking 
this into consideration, combination with indicators of"'"'""'""'""'"'""''n"''"" and cost-
decision-making purposes, more or funds 
studies Fussier and Simon (1969), Kent (1969) and 
others proven that "past use is a good indicator use, therefore, 
present use well a good predictor of future (Lancaster, 1993: 51 
1992 synchronous study should then have predicted, with reasonable accuracy, 
the 1996-1998 
within the or the institution it serves. 
faculties six in 1999 and the 
books in the branch to the library, togetnc:;-;r with impact of 
CALICO, will probably result changes circulation behaviour of the 
thus expected behaviour of the circulating collection collection, 
probably ..., ... u .. 5 ..., It is recommended this be to 
determine whether 
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provide useful indicators 
services to users. 
more funding may needed to improve 
The adoption standards, the use nationally agreed guidelines and the 
monitoring of statistical measures are methods Library. 
sought provide and monitor the quality of 
Information 
"While formal 
benchmarking- detailed examination and comparison with the in sector, 
... has limited, libraries used a number cross-sectoral approaches to 
"" .. """r'"" an indication of how good as "'"""'Utr•A is being provided" (Brophy 
Coulling, 1996: 
occurred 
at a national level in 
public libraries 
United (US) and European libraries (most notably 
it is not that be m 
the context ., ...... <'""1~"" LIS resources South Africa. Internal 
which is often "within organizations such as 
performance of one 
others", is recommended instead (Brophy and Coulling, 99). 
benchmarking models expected from department, 
and it would be useful performance ratios derived 
performance indicators were for comparative purposes between UCT 
Main library and the branch libraries. With ,.,.t,,. .. ,.,n,...,. to the book collection, this 
would involve a breakdown activity. 
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Brophy Coulling recommended that 
competitors, not only in their own field, but also investigating the 
organisations with businesses to field of 
tr.,.,, ...... analysis and retrieval, as bookshops, video shops 
competition from 
information 
increasingly, "'~""'"'"'"''~" cafes other where information can be obtained 
(1996: 98). With the advent Internet its provision to users 
even the person with a connection to an Provider (ISP) can 
be classified as a 
continuously improve 
The has to demonstrate its value, and 
the of its provision to users and 
potential users. might even mean V~i'£)UHL"'U'CHJAL.;> should 
benchmarks, "whereby the standards, whatever 
...... ,u ...... "'-''""'""" , and use these as a basis improving their 
effectiveness. 
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OBSOLESCENCE AND WEEDING IN THE LINEAR LIBRARY 
different measures of exist (such as of material for 
observed proportion of demands found by this chapter will on 
utilisation of resources as measures of collection quality. Wall observes that "other 
being equal, it should only necessary to the utili[s]ation of the 
collection to demonstrate an improvement quality, because utili[s]ation follows 
demand in tum follows from the capability of the library as perceived by 
users" (Wall, 1994: 194 ). 
materials which appear to 
use collection. 
figures as discussed chapter It appear to contradictory to remove 
order to circulation of books in the For this reason 
core collection books which are circulating has to ~-~-·~LJ a predetermined 
percentage of user needs. 
time, library mana~~ers 
it would be too costly to satisfY 1 00% user 
met by the collection. Library standards can assist with decision, and 
recommended between 95 - of user needs should be "'""~ • ..,.._,,...., ..... the core 





improvement are made. 
an 
books on shelves, but an assessment of costs involved in keeping there. 
to maintain on the open and this increases as 
expansion, the context 
can lead to space 
space and 
purchase or rent. If this libraries, books may 
be cheaper 
open are often problematic 
and and maintained 
the investment in storage, upkeep and 
preservation becomes. Books become worn spmes and rebinding and 
repair over Weeding collection 
• or condition items (worn-out or badly-bound volumes) 
• Superfluous or duplicate including of books have 
superceded by newer 
• Poor content, dated and improved editions 
• not supported by the •n•v""r"' 
• ofbooks 
• sp~:~ctttc disciplines or classes that specific 
criteria, and encyclopaedias 
1989: 1 
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Where fmancial resources are limited, and real purchasing power ts 
ae<:::re;asuGg, it more sense to in the storage of useful than 
storage 
less and less, the returns on the investment continued 
storage maintenance) must diminish" (1975: 
books from open shelves, to secondary books are still 
circulation, or weeding obsolete from the collection completely, can be a 
cost-saving measure for the The cost of and retrieval from storage 
on request should cost than cost of maintaining the books on the open 
as "obsolescent" and remove from the open shelves the UCT's Main library. 
The identification age which books cease to be used is a useful method 
attempting identify which books might removed the collection. It is time-
use and obsolescence, 
and plotting use items 
over time, to determine the rate at which various subject fields are aging (examining 
usage over time) 1993: 11 It is less to .... .,. ... .,...._ .... rn 
synchronous studies, which use snapshots of current circulation activity to plot, 
backwards in the publication of materials borrowed (Lancaster, 
Ill), especially computers are used to simplify process. 
rorrrm:nt, it is a 
accession or publication 
to run a query 
of books currently out on 
a computerised 
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'obsolescence' as applied to library materials, to the in 
use materials as they get (Lancaster, 1993: 109). 
observes that phenomenon has also referred to as the aging or decay of 
and Burton and Kehler's (1960) , which obsolescence as 
period up to which an item receives one half of all expressed 
uses it will (1993:109). However, age of an is not an absolute 
indicator of how it will circulate. and u .... v .. investigated various 
publication date, acct:::s:smn date, and subject variables as language, 
the rate 
that age is a predictor 
and concluded 
use (1969:143). 
also found that different subjects 
aging use Based on publication alone, advocated 
removal or retirement oldest percent of the collection (Baker and 
Lancaster, 1991: 
Lancaster (1993) used 
plot, backwards the publication of materials borrowed, 
detennine their "median use age". "median 
value that the middle when the 
of magnitude" (1997: 108). The median is a 
measure It midpoint a distribution, where at most 
half the scores above and at most half below it. median use 
age referto midpoint in distribution of number of items borrowed 
publication date. shorter the median use the more rapidly a 
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if it is a useful measure for the libraries. 
"""''_...u ... ..., current use in order to npt·Prr'l"l1riP which percentage of 
the book collection is ................... or underused, so that they be removed order 
to improve cost-effectiveness. etn·emlent of books to 
accessible storage or complete removal from 1993: 
113). also cautioned that the 
costs, identifying which 
alteration catalogue changing shelflist rPI"'r>T"n to indicate new 
locations, retrieval materials 
users. Books are continually added and consequently "a 
retirement [is] likely overall performance 
library 1993: 11 
Traditionally, size has viewed as an indicator the 
bigger a library's collection, the more valuable it was to its users. 
Figures collection were reported in official 
is important, the removal of 
books collection would signify a decrease worth 
library. 
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• Collection sanctity: 
"There are emotional and intellectual blocks "Fl"""u" books 
from a collection. 
of human and therefore almost sacred. The removal of books 
oecom~es painful" (Slate, 1989: 5). 
• Weeding is time-consuming, and to be 
of the activities of only the physical 
removal to be implemented, but also the actual 
decisions about what to remove from open shelves have to 
• Difficulties may encountered in deciding which books to remove 
the and their methods 
different types University libraries to 
the most serious collection .u.u.-........ ,5 ..., .... ,.,,,u problems, to their multi-
purpose functions as preservers of knowledge, repositories of national 
and collections, and providers of facilities and 








accessible, but also costly or 
can therefore be 
• "The weeding of a 
items ..... .,.~--'n"' on 
and thus improve 
1993: 11 Roy has however theorised that 
more <>M"t''<>I'Tnrt> tO 
(Lancaster, 
acquisitions to the 
turnover 
constant) and that a more radical (more 
by weeding on a continuous basis, 
...,....,, ..... ;"'' followed 
be ne,~oe:o to 11,.,, ... .,..,"'"' the 
turnover rate" (Lancaster, : 116). Whether Roy's views can be 
proven have to subject of a continuing investigation, 
weeding of the UCT library collection, based on the 
recommena<Uton of the Library (University 
Cape Town Principal's Circular 1998:26) 
1998, and continued throughout 1999. It was Tn"' ... ""T·'"' ... "" beyond time-
of investigation. 
• "Whenold 
to users and it is easier for them to find newer or more 






circulation, libraries that have employed 
(Slote, 1989: 64-73). 
• identification core materials: 
Slote states that "[ c ]ollections of old textbooks, workbooks, out-of-date 
and u.n .... .,.,., nonfiction, low quality giftbooks, books that have never 
all abound" in most university He 
of books the "''"'"w'-'"'that 
storage should 
(1989: 42). 
"basic of disposition of noncore works" 
nr<.>11"1 P<1 use published provide objectives which to 
evaluate their According to Brophy and Coulling (1996: 129) 
library's 
collection should remain relevant to needs, and that those items 
in collection which are or do not meet needs, should 
removed from the collection. The Association College and Research 
Libraries (ACRL) published m 
which Standard Collections stated that "the library shall provide as promptly 
as possible a high percentage of materials needed by its (ACRL, 1995: 
247). They further comment "[t]he collection should be continually 




purposes both of new 
titles which outlived 
................... , .... for which a clear purpose is 
enrichment" : 247). 
study, the standards were the 
of the investigation, a weeding backlog 
and identifying for 
No title should 
at the UCT the 
libraries. collection development recommendations, standards or 
guidelines (which encompassed weeding) of organisations such as 
or ARL were not used collection management, there was too much 
disparity between South 
libraries in us. Slote has observed that Illinois public 
libraries created their own based on quantitative 
performance measures in their libraries (1994: 13). The UCT libraries could 
also implement their own weeding 
implementation follow. 
and 
REVIEW OF THE APPROACHES TO OBSOLESCENCE AND WEEDING 
published, concentrate on 
two collection: 
1) The age a volume 
2) "The of time a volume the 
number a period (shelf-time period)" (Slote, 1989: 49). 
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Studies such as Grieder (1950) and (1967) have 
methods for ..,v ... ""'"~"''"" and cornp~rrintg costs of various kinds of primary and 
secondary "'!:'"' .. "'"'"'" ...,v ... .._,,,"""" mathematical formula to 
costs (Buckland . 1970). 
study of three academic libraries at University advocated the 
removal 
materials 
from collection, to make access to bulk 
and (1967: 12). concluded age was not a 
good indicator upon which to base 
selection of an for should based 
immediate rate ofusage" (1967: 233). 
On the hand, observes that very mathematical investigations into 
identifying useful in selecting books led to the opinion that 
previous studies had overemphasised usage histories as an indicator of the of 
monographs. He advocated investigations relative ofbooks, on 
rather than actual usage. He questioned the use of the borrowing of 
monographs as a foundation 
study concluded 
monographs. [W]hile 
variation even over a short 
weeding decisions based on a reliance on 
usage 
individual monographs have considerable 
oftime, the rates of various groups 
not significant differences over (Slote,.1989: 59). 
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There has thus been debate rPo~rt1u'lo the best criteria to use determination 
which books to remove from browsing collection, but most 
that the of materials 
and Simon's 1969 study patterns their theory use, 
where predictor 
future use of a (15). 
language as indicators use. that such as the age 
book and language are satisfactory in predicting future use than is past 
use" Social than the disciplines (1969: 31 ). accuracy 
with past 
use of records it has borrowed in previous 
years). concluded of the 
collection would be retired" (Lancaster, 1977: 181 ). The latter was tested 
Berkeley Northwestern Universities, produced 
similar (Lancaster, 1977: 182). 
(1964) ofweeding in academic library was 
approached the point of its "applicability to processing 
computer techniques" (Slote, 1 61 ). His work was premised on theory that 
only a small part collection in circulation very frequently, or the 80/20 
rule- that 
percent books currently circulating, 
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in tenns age, circulation date 1989: analysed 
His method was to estimate size and composition a core collection 
capable 
not fanning part 
per·cerua~~e of demands (Lancaster, 
core collection could be removed from the 
placed in limited-access storage. 
188). 
shelves 
The study ofKent at the of Pittsburgh library found that books are 
subject to and that as books older, use 
Their 
~"'"""'~''"'"peaks the first 
found that the of new entering 
Books 
suo•1ects such as hc,oncJmlcs therefore u"""'"'"l"' v""''-"'"''''"' very quickly. It must 
the and then 
therefore be noted determinations of obsolescence of materials based on 
cannot standardised, 
Slote ( 1989) .......... F.~ • ..., ... weeding public libraries by "detennin[ing] whether the 
nai1cA...-. of use volumes currently circulation (books out of the 
library study) was as a predictor future use as are historical 
reconstruction over much periods oftime11 (Slote, 1989: 64). He 
studied the age of books currently out on versus length a 
book remains on circulations (shelf-time period), concluded 
the of use than use patterns. The 
u-LILIII,._ period is predictive use, and can be to create 
meaningful weeding methods, called the 
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"Slote Method", have widely tested verified in public libraries (Slote, 1989: 
70). 





or obsolescence, would be supported in an 
purchase new books was 
books, do not exhibit the 
while a measure 
u.,.;;vuu<;; may be 
demands from 
The investigation advised that books little for 25 and more should 
removed from the shelves an informed 
this follow-up investigation is to determine ofthe 1 
investigation are valid, will investigate the 
circulation intensity of suitability of observations 
median use age as a measure of obsolescence of materials will also be investigated. 
6.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
. The 
....,....,, ........ policy, that would enable it to remove from shelves materials 
or more. 
if so, can success or failure seen the analysis of 
circulation patterns of new books? 
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6.3.2. obsolescence of a book be measured and 
its a quantitative analysis of circulation 
patterns ........ uu .......... with accuracy, whether 
How can circulation 
when a book will oec:orrte 
obsolete and ua1:;~ ... , ..... for removal from shelves? 
collection and 
of the computerised collection database. ....,. •• ,.1", ... r,. the 
by Ernst 
and Simon, 
study lV.t<:t:s:s;:t~.;JJtu:s,;:;u:s Institute of 
18-23), will be used as preferred variable 
for determining estimates of obsolescence of books the UCT Main library's 
browsing collection. Lancaster's "median use will be used to determine the 
age of those books which are in the and results year 
will be compared to determine whether consistency in the circulation of books. 
The spreadsheet frequency circulation in Appendix v (a) each consecutive 
year was to coxnp;are the movement of books in 
for most calculations, which were done Excel's 
became 
The 
an average book for period 1996-1998, and this was compared to the pattern 
movement in 1992, to determine whether any discrepancies was 





Regression Analysis allows one include model 
of the model. Obsolescence analysis 
randomness that is 
....... ~ • .,.,,n, collection will 
involve using the deterministic model, or we about relationship 
between age of the books and circulation, to determine whether a 
relationship exists, to assess the strength of the relationship, 
denoted . The following procedure followed: 
1. scatter diagram will be created year circulation, which 
reveal whether or not a straight-line model would the data reasonably 
2. The diagrams will be a straight which would 
provide the possible will be drawn for year. some of 
the will positive negative, a canceling 
might produce a straight line that not data at all. To eliminate 
this, line must represent the minimised sum of squared differences, 
represented by the equation: 
n 
1=1 
Yi represents the observed 
calculated from equation of the line, 
Yi=~o 
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technique produces line is the least squares method, and 
the line itself the line or The 
points line are called ........ ., .............. .,, denoted These are the 
observed values of the error variable. 
assess linear model to see how it fits 
determination method will be to measure strength of the linear 
relationship, denoted R2• 
represented the ..... ,..I"Prlt!AcrP of explained 
is unexplained. ofR2 ' 
the model fits the data. 
Lancaster proposed the use of the "median use 
an indicator how rapidly a field is obsolescing (1993: 1 09). He based on 
that a book will circulate rapidly during first accession, 
year's during its after which circulation would rapidly decline to half of 
second Therefore point at it .. ""''·"'"ll,.,..., half of all use it will 
.. a"·"'"'"' is half life, as described by ............. J • .., ... in 1960 
tells us about the centre of the 
where the scores are median, half below it. This 
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however, is not a measure of overall class performance, which uses mean. 
mean is computed by adding all the scores dividing it 
thus provides a measure of overall performance of the set. It is 
that the mean be data analysis purposes ( 1993: 
109). 
order to median use of books that are circulating the UCT 
Main library's collection, average of each was calculated. 
or measures of central tendency, comprise a of descriptive 
statistic indicates score in the group"' 
1994: 94). Hernon describes types of mode 
measure of the most frequently occurring score), the median (the midpoint of a 
distribution) the mean (the or sum of all the scores divided the 
number scores). measure than 
other two measures of central tendency, ... used with interval ratio" (1994: 
96). The interval ratio the years of accession which fall order a 
dimension - one-year periods, one can quantifY the differences between 
which have distances from one another. satisfies the 
requirements was 
not grouped into periods, and therefore point around which 
was The measurement 




Where i is mean, is the sum scores, N cases 
m distribution. 
Whereas Lancaster advocated the use of the publication dates items, this 
investigation two 
are the publication date item was 
printed and 
on the item was added to library There is usually a time lag 
between the when an item is published and when it 
collection. The publication date was not available as of the printout 
received from the library, the date was used. The use of 
date was advocated by 1964, 
that "accession 
publication date" 
was more closely related to the use a book 
and Simon, 1969:23). 
subject categories circulation sample were also to 









in table chapter 4.4.2. were used to the broad subject 
u""''"'"""""· Natural 
Applied ~~·'VU""· and Literature and 
of Philosophy and Psychology Religion; 
Mathematics; 
results obtained for subject category in each year were combined 
spreadsheets, and 
method calculating 
standard deviation "measures dispersion scores around the mean. The 
the is the standard deviation" 
98). The formula is: 
sd = 
root of the variance, deviation is calculated 
where is the standard deviation, sum deviation of score 
from the mean squared (X- x)2• and N - 1 is number cases in the 
distribution -1. calculation is based on a and not population, 
and N- 1 indicates the number of about the mean that vary. 
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6.5. RESULTS 
In general, the results of the 1996-1998 investigations into obsolescence produced 
pattems of book circulation that were consistent in comparison to each other. The 
pattem of book movement for each year is illustrated and compared in figure 18, and 
confirmed that there are not very significant OVERALL changes in the usage rate of 
books in relation to their age during the three-year period. The bulk of circulation 
activity occurs in the most recently accessioned books, older books are used less 
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Figure 18: Book circulation as per age of books for the period 1996-1998 
Books aged 52 years old are still circulating in the system, but most circulation 
activity occurs in books aged I - 7 years. This indicates that there is a decreased 
demand for books aged 8 years and older, but also that there is even less activity in 
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the range of books aged 33 years and older, as illustrated in figure 19. ln 
comparison to each other, each year's circulation activity in the range of books aged 
8-32 years appears to be very erratic, while the range of books aged 33 years and 
older appears to be that with the most similar circulation rates. 
1996 1997 1998 
OrtaAatlon yoar 
Figure 19: Age distributioo of books circulating 
Thus the use of books can be divided into three categories: Books which are highly 
used, aged l to 7 years, books which receive an average amount of use, aged 8 to 32 
years, and books which are little-used or underused, ages 33 years and older. This 
distribution is shown in table 5, chapter 4.4.2. 
A comparison of the 1992 and 1996-1998 book circulation pattems is illustrated in 
figure 20. The patterns for the ranges of books aged 33 years and older and 8 - 32 
years are very similar, and confirmed Fussier and Simon's conclusion that past use is 
a good indicator of future use (1969: 31). The 1992 pattems could have provided an 
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estimate of the movement of books during the period 1996-1998. The observed 
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Figu re 20: Comparison of 1992, 1996, 1997 and 1998 circulation patterns in relation to book age 
6.5.1 . Probabilistic modeling 
Figure 21 illustrates the linear model representing the fitted line for the 
circulation activity during 1996, 1997 and 1998. The fitted lines are very similar, 
and the R2, or the explained percentage of the variation, is relatively high in each 
case: 71% in 1996, 73% in 1997 and 76% in 1998. The percentage of variables 
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Figure 21: Probabilistic model of 1996, 1997 and 1998 book movement 
The range of books aged 33 years and older form the focus of this chapter, and 
this will be concentrated upon here. The negative regression line indicates that 
the movement of books in th is age range will decrease as the books get even 
older. l n practical terms, the negative slope indicated by the slope of the 
regression line is meaningless, although indicated on the graph. No books have a 
negative number of uses. 
6.5.2. Calculating the mean use age 
The circulation patterns for 1996-1998 were amalgamated and averaged to obtain 
a model of circulation activity which could be used to approximate the future use 
of the browsing collection ofthe Main library. The results obtained from the 
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1992 study were compared to this average, or mean circulation activity model, 
and are illustrated in figure 17 in chapter 5. 
In each of the circulation samples, for the years 1996-1998, the mean was 
calculated in order to determine the point of central tendency. The average age of 
books circulating in the collection was determined to be 20 years. If one concurs 
with Lancaster's theory that the median use age can be accepted as an estimate of 
obsolescence, then books aged between 12 and 16.5 years (see Appendix v (b) 
for data description) with an average accession date of 14.5 years and older 
should be removed from the browsing collection. This consists of 37.1% of 
books circulating! 
The mean or average age of books in circulation in the library during 1996-1998 
was 20 years. There was. in general, a decline in the use of books after they 
reached this age. In 1996, books aged 20 years and older constituted 24.1% of 
items in circulation, in 1997 19.5 %and in 1998 26%, as illustrated in figure 22. 
which provided an average of23.2%. Thus, if we accept that Fussier and Simon's 
rule that the oldest 25 percent of the collection should be retired (which was 
based on publication date versus the current study's accession date) (1969: 66) is 
true, then the books accession dated 20 years and older should be removed from 
the open shelves into storage:, or weeded. 
1 Sl 
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Figure 22: Percentage of books 20 years and older circulating in the book collection during 1996, 1997, 
and 1998, in comparison to 1992 
However, the observations of standard deviation should also be noted, as 
displayed in table 8. 
1996 1997 1998 1992 
Mean 20.05882353 20.2] 568627 19.82692308 22.44186047 
Standard deviation 20.98896068 22.82569931 19.66156912 20.5777299 
Table 8: comparison of means and standard deviation of circulation samples 
1996, 1997, 1998 and 1992 
Books "older" than 20 years, or those that can be classified as "underused''. 
according to Fussier and Simon's rule, constitute an average of23.2 percent of 
those books in circulation. However, if as in 1997, 81.5 percent of the collection 
is composed of books which are still circulating heavily, then the removal of 25 
percent may result in the removal of books which could still viably circulate, and 
may be doing so cost-effectively. The mean of20.2 years and the standard 
deviation of 22.8 years for 1997 indicate that books as old as 43 years might still 
be in substantial use. Subject fields should be analysed in order to determine the 
rate of obsolescence of the different disciplines. Fussier and Simon, who found 
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that were between the of aging between different 
subject disciplines their investigation (1969: 143), corroborated this. 
of books use has decreased from years in to 
books could been influenced by a reduction in the library's ability to 
purchase new books. stated that the use of older materials had ,..,.{" .. ""~"""rt 
as users turned to older material in the book collection to try and satisfy their 
needs. 1992, the of books added to the collection per full-time 
equivalent (FTE) student was 1.08 (University Cape libraries, 1998 (b): 
11 ). In 1997, this number had mcreased to 1.28 (University of Cape Town 
Libraries, 1998 (c): 11 ). could explain decrease the mean age 
books circulating. Since more new books are available, students are turning to 
to meet their """"'"'"'· 
Fussier and Simon's study of collection circulation at the University of Chicago 
confirmed that age of library is a use. 
However, recognised the collection consists of 
areas that circulate and differently, as confirmed their study of 
languages the _....,.""""·u .. n.,...., discipline and hCOnc)miCS 
rate which the various broad Social 
Engineering Technological Sciences within Main library system 
was investigated. provided useful information regarding use over a period 
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of which turn could used as an estimate obsolescence of library 
materials during to test the 
measures 
to The mean use age If 
past use is a good predictor of then estimate average of 
circulating in the library system can provide 
cost-effectiveness maintaining materials on open shelves which are little-
or underused. 
of books the broad subject fields are 
in the table 9 below. The samples for each were combined in the 
defined categories~ deviation were calculated 
Excel's Analysis. See Appendix vi for details. 
General Subject Area 1998 
Mean use Standard 
age deviation deviation 
and 2.6 2.7 3.5 3.9 2.2 2.1 
Psychology , including 
Religion 
Social Sciences 4.7 6.5 5.4 8.1 6.6 
Natura] Sciences and 3.4 4.1 2.7 
4.1 5 4.0 4.2 4.1 4.3 
Rhetoric 
Table 9: Mean use age 
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of books, indicating specific 
of obsolescence 
circulation 
investigations must occur in order 
areas of overuse or of 
books. If there is little circulation activity older books in specific 
it is an indication of underuse. 
The data table 9 shows that there is considerable m mean use 
of the different subject areas. It ranges from years in Literature 
Rhetoric to as average age of books (from 
the on which it was accessioned into library system) which are 
circulating the browsing collection. solely on the 
mean use age estimation 
above shows books in the Social ..... n..,~ .. ,.., would be 
were between 4.7 
Ullo.J'l'-'<Cl'~'"'" that the 
into co-tn¥C>f'r<> when 
and 
possibility that books may have been 'useful' and valuable to users 
for an additional number of years that between 6.5 and 8.1. Figure 
illustrates movement ofbooks the Social Sciences, with 
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Figure 23: Pattern of book movement in the Social Sciences 
The mean use age indicated that books should be removed fi·om the shelves 
when they reached a maximum of 6.6 years of age (1998 figure in table 9). 
The illustration above shows that for the sample sets, R2 is between 60 and 
67%, which is not very good. Although R2 has no critical value, this 
percentage means that only between 60 and 67% ofthe variables in the sample 
data can be explained. The regression line indicates that books in the Social 
Sciences will probably stop circulating when they are approximately 40 years 
old. However, the percentage of residual values that can be explained is too 
low for such an inference to be made. The circulation of books in the Social 
Sciences catlllot be analysed for obsolescence solely by using the current 
methods. The variations that callllot be explained could be due to sampling 
error, or to other variables such as an increase or decrease in the number of 
books catalogued, or a decrease in books purchased, while the user populat ion 
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remains constant or increases. Mean use age cannot be solely relied upon as 
an estimate of obsolescence in different subjects. Thus one could concur with 
Fussier and Simon's observations that the prediction of use based on age is not 
very successful in the Social Sciences ("humanistic disciplines") (1969: 31). 
The 25 percent of the subject collection which should statistically be removed 
as recommended for the Scientific disciplines ( 1969: 143-144) would 
constitute books aged from J 4 years in 1996, 15 years old in 1997, to 19 yeaTs 
old in 1998 in the Social Sciences - well above the mean age use. In addition, 
the Social Sciences has the highest student enrolment rates, and is heavily 
underused, as illustrated by figure 8 in chapter 4. 
De Jager advocated that books which were unused or little used for 25 years or 
more should be removed from the OCT's browsing collection (1994: 81). 
Books little- or underused in the overall 1996-1998 samples were found to be 
those in the age range 33 years and older, and this is depicted by their low 
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Figure 24: Circulation activity for Socia l Sciences du ring the period 1996, 1997 and 1998 
Books aged 33 years and older form 1.2%, 1.1% and 2.1% of the Social 
Science data sets for the years 1996, 1997 and 1998 respectively, which are 
small proportions of the books in circulation. Removal of these items should 
not, therefore, have too lru·ge an effect on circulation statistics, especially since 
this subject accounts for the most circulation activity in the data samples, 
namely 23 .6%, 26.9% and 32.9% in 1996, 1997 and 1998 respectively. In the 
Social Sciences. it is therefore very difficult to base weeding exercises on the 
age of a book. 
The book movement and estimates of obsolescence in the Social Sciences was 
compared to the Sciences. Fussier and Simon found that age was a good 
predictor of book use in the latter. The use of books in Technology and 
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Figure 25: Pattern of book movement in the Technology and Applied Sciences 
While older books are still very much in evidence as circulating in the 
collection, the median use average 1ndicates that 4-year old books are most 
active. Therefore, theoretically, this field is obsolescing very rapidly 
(Lancaster, 1993: I 09). Figure 25 demonstrates that book movement patterns 
decrease from the age of 27 to 25 years, concurring with de Jager's 
observations that little or unused books aged 25 years and older can be 
removed to storage. 
6.5.4. Impact of new additions to the coJlection on rates of obsolescence 
Fussler and Simon have suggested that the decrease in the use of aJ l books may 
be perceived "as the natural outgrowth of adding more books" to a collection 
(1969: 91). In other words, the rate of aging of books may be perceived to be as a 
result of additions to the collection, where circulation of material already in the 
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collection ............... ..., ... ,.,....,., as new additions are made. This can be ........... "'"" 
examining purchases in relation to circulation 
companson the circulation of new books in 1996, 1997, the 
number volumes added to the stock of the Main library (see ..., ... n ..... .-A 
4.5.4.) revealed of the books purchased during actually 
circulated 
on use 
"'"'r"'n .. of 0.85%. This would seem 
not in high demand, and 
books in the coHection. 
a marked 







to remove from the core 
of the collection actively circulating) 
by library patrons. These can then 
which are 
mc:ate:a in secondary 




which books are to be removed 
uuuuJ,5 what percentage of future use 
It also involves detennining what 
as weeding proceeds. 
,. .. .,,t-nt·"' fonn part of the non-core ,..,..., •.• ,.., .... ~ • ..,.u. 
has however not to detennine methods for .. .,.,...,,.,..u, non-circulating 
items 
back into 
collection, as they do not form part of the 
library, which fonns the basis of this 
items due 
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Previous "'~""""'"'" found that use 
entering then rapidly .............. u,., ... 
The current 
as those by 
""v''"""''~"'.J'" peaks during 
estllgmmn showed that Main library, new v"''-"'""' are not 
used their first year of accession, but that 2 to 3 years are first 
accessioned system, their 
use and demand 
the "'"""•"' ...... seem to peak in their use 
peak. ......v''""" 2 - 3 years old 
are newest materials. 
they are 2-3 used 
until they are approximately 7 years old, enter a phase of""~ ... .,,~., use which can last 
until the years, and then relatively little use 
patterns of books 
Kent et al. 
of33 years. 
libraries 
not concur with the .uu_ .... u.5 ., 
that very quickly They that books are subject 
to rapid of obsolescence and as books get older, use is reduced 
(1979: 20). 
Simon that 
should removed, since investigations that material in this 
was little used or unused. investigation at the libraries found that mean 
use of books considered, then concurred with 
The oldest be or weeded 
collection, but would still fall of 
subject areas are investigated, then we that books aged 33 and 
constitute on l'll.TP•r!llcrp of 5.8% of the sampled database. It is th.,. ... ,.t;n .. ,. 
recommended that is to and no study done 
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into usage in specific in the Main library, that books aged 
years and 
The 
no evidence recent use be removed the collection. 
the cost of would more 
removing to storage facilities, they should removed 
collection, in to make newer more visible users. "The accuracy 
with records of past use are 
filtered in" and Lancaster, 1 1: 83). 
It is recommended that subjects analysed in order to a more detailed 
picture circulation of books. value ofR2 should determined for each 




or other variables as discussed under 
could be explained by 
1. is therefore 
recommended that the sample increased (especially if the collection added 
addition, it is rec:ontmemlea that the 
year: once during the first and 
provide any subject bias 
again during 
could have ,. .... t.,. ... ,.r~ 
sample be derived a 
sec;on.a semester. 
sample due to courses not 
being during the C!e>r•nron semester. There however, no ""'"""t"'"' that this 
an increased 
following year's circulation 
between a book's age and 
the but predictions 
the 
certta~~e ofR2, as it is impossible to predict the 
will be. about 
can provide 
be made with any accuracy or certainty. 
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studies the circulation in specific to determine 
used at all. 
It could be shown that circulation rate in the Main library has 
fairly could be due to the the student population 
faculties library has consistent at 71.2%, 71.1% 
and 71.0% for the and 1998 (University of Cape 
Town Libraries, 1999), therefore an increased books did not occur. , 
It has been shown that undergraduates use 1 old books. Although 1-
old books only 1 percent of the books circulation, it has been 
that the new books is not by 3-month borrowing 
period could influence circulation rates: on of new books are 
borrowed by indicates that for 
this category, but the collection and making newer books more 
to users could circulation figures in relation to older materials. 
are doing include the newest on their reading lists. 
Fussier and Simon that books in the Sciences 
differently. This has shown that and Applied 
Social Science books in Main library do have circulation and 
obsolescence nature of publications Technology and 
is become quickly; the most recent 
findings and are published the 
purchasing statistics subject reflect this. 1 cost of periodicals 
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Engineering Technology amounted to R1 1 The and Applied 
'-'"''""''H'"'"'"' total stock amounted to 31 729 volumes, comparison to a 
book ""''""'""'"· In comparison to this, the uv•~u .... Sciences have a much 
book stock 221843 volumes. 
allocation on periodicals, the Social 
.............. ,"""'L on periodicals (University 1999: 5). the high 
cost of journals, as wen as the relatively ... ,~=; ... ..., ... average of journals in 
Scientific disciplines in comparison to the Sciences is acknowledged, the 
on journals the Social 
Science emphasising very c411ent nature of their information. In 
addition, many 
cover fundamental 
older books that are used in library are 




take place. can be 
the input subject as well as user in order determine 
which books can be categorised as underused and removed 
also include an analysis individual in order to 
titles be removed from the 








and Arts department 
Education, Arts, Science and Music 
in 2000, hr<>,nl"'h 
will amalgamated into library. As a the Main library can not only 
"'v""'"'""'~" much more activity, but also an increased book stock, which requires more 
new 
books on the and 
Library will accommodate the 
storage facilities. 
nl"T'P!:I<~Pn book collection, 
will become nnr'""'~"~1 t1 
added, and cos:t-e:nec:n 
if new materials are to be made visible, new 
is to be and maintained. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Within an emnrcmn1en of limited resources and funding in Education in South 
libraries, to evaluate Africa, it is 
measure performance 
ecr(;:asu1g budget of the UCT 
such as the 
tangible asset, 
nr~1r'1P<;l the fundamental 
In 
was 
whether library resources, specifically the book collection, were being used 
and cost-effective manner. In addition, ...... , ... "J'*'-' for streamlining and 
book collection library's were sought. 
proportion of books in the library which were actively circulating and whether use of 
was declining as they The 1992 that there was 
that proportion the library that were circulating nn .. ·•nrr 
years (1987-1992), recommended a policy 
i1Hjf.'l'-'1H'-'·11L'-'" in the library, as proportions of books were no longer in use. 
It was .~..v"' ...... that heavy '"'''U·"'''"'"' for a limited items in high uernar1u 
(de 214). A conducted showed that there was 
similarity in the use of books on the between 
but that proportion of new circulating in was markedly higher 
1 It was however to draw any conclusions on one "snapshot" data. 
snapshot 
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rec,omJmetlOaltlOn by Kelley that 
were collected over three years 
....... ,~.., ..... data be 
to measure the 
30), 
pertormance of the book 
1. 
of the current 
circulation and rate books """+'"""'" 
investigated, in order to ~"'~""1.,. .... .,..,.,.,,. the proportion books that were actively 
circulating, and provide •uu.•v~uv •.• .., of the effectiveness and cost~effectiveness 
new acquisitions. were also investigated. 
was known that the Im]pen,amtg amalgamation of '-'<UCUVI:'.U\-'.:> ofthe 
institutions in the would produce "'""'u""'"'"' it was implemented. 
decision-making and order to provide comparative data that could be 
a pre-implementation benchmark of circulation frequency of books in 
'"""'uv·u to their age was 
3. viability of retaining '"'"'"'-"'"' ..... or little-used books on the open shelves, msiealo 
moving them to compact facilities or weeding from the collection 
'tnr.a'th,a .. was also 
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movement are very similar. In the Main library, new books are not heavy demand in 
the circulating collection. 
activity during 1996 to 1998. Books circulate most often during first seven 
after accession, with peaking the and third years accession 
into the system. indicated that the newest books are not in heavy demand in the 
Main library. Undergraduates are responsible the use of the of books in the 
circulating collection, including the use of new books entering they which 
Jager's observation that the library was mainly study and teaching 
lfP~C>ses, and was less to be 
investigation into demonstrated that some subjects are heavily 
representing high demand, while others display marked ofunderuse. 
It has also demonstrated that levels of collection vary from subject to 
are either heavily or underused, 
levels or return on investment of resources are l"'n,"t'P~~nnf111_,!~.,..,.J either or low. 
The actual use relation to total stock available for use the Social Sciences 
ten:ttw·e and Rhetoric show that these subjects appear to be Although 
two subjects not appear to be circulating effectively at the time of the 
investigations, there does seem to have an improvement performance 
Social Sciences. The Natural and Mathematics Applied and Technological 
...,. ............. ..,...,., appeared be consistently heavily overused, and budget allocations to 
have high demand account. It recommended that some consistency in 
I 
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budget allocation attained if measured. This 
problem may "'"'""''"""'r be overcome selection policies are implemented in 
future, with specialists as well as academics being accountable for book 





book collection, as 
........ ,U'-''" and are It 
is therefore recommended that books receive relatively 
collection be to compact other books in 
books aged 33 
less than 9 uses 
older, ret>re:serttirtg 5.8% of the collection, with an ""'"'""<>"•"' of 
over Tnr'""'""-·'''"''"'" period 
to storage. they could be less to maintain 
shelves. They would nevertheless accessible via the "'"'"""''U'"" .... "'· 
Poor collection performance could to poor ""'''"'"'"''"'" criteria. At 
the investigation, were no development the 
of 
It 
is therefore recommended that a collection development policy be implemented order 
to development management, in the broader context 
of accountability decisions. 
resources as book collection, standards such as 
ACRLand could be studied, as they do propose 
be used to cotno:are library peJ~tolrnumces. These need 
are to be used to 
published by 
generic indicators 
used for comparisons 
can 
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between different serve as a method performances 
of the different branch of the UCT libraries. 
established model circulation activity in chapter 5 can the collection 
changes to the collection will have an 
impact on circulation rates. Benchmarks can serve as a memu1u for self-assessment 
self-monitoring of provision of control. 
Comparison of circulation using the established can reveal 
differences between the behaviour of the collection expected behaviour. 
of the and the 1996-1998 showed that there were 
variations in the the use of the books had improved. The 
benchmarking activity is a useful measure performance of the books 
the library collection. It not recommended that comparisons 
between libraries are adopted 
and HWUs in South 
practice benchmarks. 
libraries. 
It also suggested that 
obtain a more detailed 
performed during 
in the 
should be investigated to 
current context of 
Internal benchmarking is recommended, and other 
"'"L·'!';"'L"''-' for evidence of best-
used as a basis effectiveness levels 
subjects in the broad be analysed to 
of annual book circulation. addition, this study should 
to reduce the bias result if courses not 
are not represented in the Usage of specific titles 
books which are relatively well from 
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I 
being to storage ....... ...,uu''"'"• where retrieval could prove to be and for the 
identification which are circulating all, which this 
could accomplish. 
summary, the 
both '1"'"UUA ....... U measures perceived behaviour 
collection is to explained. It also been smme:ste:a that the 





that there a model or against levels of performance can measured. 
An to do been undertaken with development benchmark 
circulation activity in thesis. It is clear that quantitative measures can where 
such changes are occurring, but may not be able demonstrate It is therefore 
quantitative 
indicators to provide reasons for the performance levels. 
institutions Western 
will have an extensive HUIJWI.,. 
is th, ..... tr. .... recommended that this been 
It 
implemented, since improved access to rnot'a"l"• can nominally create some measure of 
-.~-----., between library of the Historically Black Universities 
White f"T'fJ>QTfJ> pathways improving co-operative 
collection development in a CO!SH~t1~~ct1 manner. This would be consistent 
economy of service provision which is displayed in Education 
South and indeed .:;.•v•uuu 
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1. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
1.1 The basic goal of the University of Town Libraries Is the effective 
1.2 
development of library and information aU sections of the 
University community to promote the research and service 
programmes of the University. At the same iime Libraries 
recognise their obligation to support the intellectual and 
students, regionally, nationally and internationally, through their 
involvement with other libraries and library organisations in view of the 
unique nature ofUCT's collections. 
The Libraries of the University Town strive to fulfil this goal by: 
1.2.1 and as much of the recorded knowledge of 
as is appropriate for the current and expected 
educational and research requirements of the users within 
the limitations of available financial resources. 
1.2.2 Maintaining close with officials of the University 
and with academic departments to ensure optimal use of the 
limited resources available to promote the development of the 





pro,ce!;sing and housing material AN'mi•r .. il so that it is 
int•elle:ct1.1ally accessible to the users. 
Interpreting the collections to the users so that they can fully 
exploit and have maximum benefit from the information 
resources of the libraries, while also obtaining access to 
information located elsewhere. 
Maintaining all information and literary materials contained in 
the collections in excellent condition consistent with the need for 
accessibility to the user. 
Maintaining constructive working relationships with other 
research libraries, library associations and co-operative 
organisations for the promotion of scholarship and the 
development of mutually advantageous collection policies and 
interlibrary loans. 
2. THE UNIVERSITY'S LmRARY SYSTEM 
which contains over 690,000 volumes and currently receives over 8,600 periodical 
consists of a main library complex and ten branch libraries throughout the 
campuses. 
2.1 The J W Jagger Library, situated University Avenue on the Upper 
Campus, is the headquarters of the University Service. 
2.1.1 It contains the union 
periodicals, which reflect the 
2.1.2 · The J W Jagger Library is linked via the Building to the 
Leslie Social Science Building in the south and to the lmmelman 
Building in the north. These four components constitute the 
Linear Library. 
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2.2 Other libraries on the Upper Campus are: 
2.2.1 African Studies Library, in the Leslie Commerce Building 
2.2.2 Architecture Libr~, in the Centlivres Building 
2.2.3 Bolus Herbarium Library, in the Botany Building 
2.2.4 Brand van Zyl Law Library, in the Kramer School of Law 
Building 
2.2.5 Jewish Studies Library, in Rachel Bloch House 
2.3 In addition, there are the following libraries on other campuses: 
2.3.1 Carleton Harrison Education Library, in the Education Building 
on the Middle Campus 
2.3.2 Hiddingh Hall Library (which caters for the Departments of 
Drama and Fine Arts), on the Hiddingh Campus 
2.3.3 Medical Library, on the Medical Campus 
2.3.4 Institute of Child Health Library (a sub-branch of the Medical 
Library which specialises in all aspects of paediatrics), in the Red 
Cross Children's Memorial Hospital 
2.3.5 W H Bell Music Library, in the South African College of Music 
on the Lower Campus 
3. GENERAL FUNCTIONS OF UCT LmRARJES 
These caifbe divided into t~o: public and support services. 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
Linear Library (Jagger, Menzies, 
Leslie, "Jmme/man): 
Circulation 
Current Periodicals Reading Room 
Film Loan Services 
Interlibrary Loans 
Reference Centre 




Bolus Herbarium (Botany) 
Education 
Hiddingh Hall (Fine Art; Drama) 




African Studies & Special Collections: 
African Studies Library 
Government Publications Department 
Jewish Studies Library 
Manuscripts & Archives Department 

























The head of the Libraries is University Librarian and Director of University 
Libraries. He is assisted by two Deputy Directors, five Chief Librarians and a 
Financial Manager. The areas of responsibility are as follows: 
4.1 Deputy Director 





4.1.2 Branch Libraries: 
Architecture Library 
Herbarium Library 
4.1.3 Linear Library: 
Circulation 
4.2 Deputy Director ·~ 
4 .2.1 Studies and Special Collections: 
4.2.2 
Studies Library 
Government Publications Department 
Jewish Studies Library 
Manuscripts and Archives Department 
Rare Books and Collections llt>:nJ>rrm.~nr 
4.2.3 Computerisation 
4.2.4 Conservation Department 
4.2.5 Development 
4.2.6 Medical Library Services: 
Medical Library 
Institute of Child Health Library 
4.2.7 Technical Services: 
Acquisitions Department 
Ca1tak~gui'_n 1g_[>epartment 




As in the University as a whole where the Committee operates, so too in the 
Library a number of Committees have been cortstitutc~d in orl:ler to assist the 
University Librarian in the of his resnortsihiliti These are: 
5.1 Binding Committee 
5.2 Conservation Committee 
5.3 Library Co-o · · Council 
5.4 Library Healt Committee 
5.5 Staffing Comrr1ittc~e 
5.6 Committee 
'"'"'""'" ... "''"' Development Sub-Committee 
5. 7 ittee for Library Computerisation 
5. 8 Committee 
5.9 cal Services Committee 
6. STATISTICS (1996/97) 
6.1 LIBRARY STAFF [filled 
Professional librarians 
Library assistants 









·- Total 184 














6.4 INTERLIBRARY LOANS {1997) 
Library 

























Library materialS 9,593,916 
General operating & computer costs 2,279,736 
Salaries and staff benefits 11,612,121 
Total 23,485,773 
CATALOGUING (1997) 
Books and theses 15,974 
Periodicals 358 








Manuscripts and Archives 13,990 
Photocopies 80,208 
Total 71 
BINDING AND RESTORATION (1997) 
Binding 16,892 
Restoration 560 
OTHER ( 1997) 
Photographic & Microform Units: 
Negatives copied 460 
Prints made 365 
Slides 35 
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UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN LIBRARIES 
DEPARTMENTAL SUBJECT PROFILE 
Department ......................................................... .. Date Due 
.. 
Aim: To establish (a) a profile departmental subject interests as it affects the buying 
of library materials, and 
(b) the level of academic use which purchases are made. 
Use of profile: To establish and title ranges of books collection development 
purposes. Departmental subject profiles are combined to form a 
faculty .subject which is used in the allocation formula to 
generate funds for the p.urchase of library materials. 
Levels of collecting intensity: 
B. Major published source required for 
independent research. (It includes aU. major works, specialised monographs, 
an extensive collection of journals and th~ main indexing abstracting in the 
field.) 
C. Supports course work. (It includes a wide of 
monographs, complete collections the works of important writers, selections 
from the works of a of representative and the 
reference books and fundamental bibliographic apparatus pertaining to the subject) 
D. Very basic works. 
Subject areas that are excluded from the library's collection. 
How to enter your profile on the enclosed SUBJECT DESCRIPTORS sheets: 
a) Use the left-hand column headed "B" to enter the level of collecting intensity (A, B, 
etc.) against each pertinent subject. 
b) Additional terms not found on the lists can entered on a separate sheet along 
with their ratings. 
c) You may also enter ratings SA ("See Also" or related) terms and the SU 
("See Under" or preferred) terms on the right-hand side." 
d) SN (Scope Notes) are merely definitions which the of terms and 
therefore need no ratings. 
YOUR LIBRARY CONTACT IS: 
Name ..................................................... .. 


































1996-1998 accession dates ofbooks, 
in relation to 1992 
I 
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Accession date 1992 1996 1997 1998 
1932 11 
1946 3 
1947 2 1 2 
1948 2 3 6 
1949 2 1 2 
1950 1 2 1 0 
1951 2 4 0 1 
1952 3 1 2 1 
1953 2 1 2 4 
1954 1 1 0 3 
1955 4 5 2 0 
1956 5 4 4 3 
1957 2 4 2 1 
1958 3 6 2 0 
1959 8 1 9 4 
1960 7 4 2 2 
1961 2 9 5 3 
1962 7 3 4 2 
1963 3 6 3 5 
1964 16 7 7 6 
11 12 4 6 
18 6 4 7 
11 13 6 16 
7 8 13 
13 11 12 
13 9 11 
1971 13 20 9 18 
1972 26 18 12 19 
1973 231 16 18 21 
1974 23 24 
~ 
26 
1975: 14 19 17 
1976 21 19 18 
1977 27 25 21 19 
1978 22 19 22 20 
1979 29 21 18 27 
1980 28 31 24: 31 
1981 381 34 21 22 
1982 32 22 27 25 
1983 35 24 21 29 
1984 56 22 23 11 
1985 32 35 27 13 
1986 52 19 27 22 
1987 65 31 29 24 
1988 62 32 37 41. 
1989 75 29 34 30 
!i 78 33 51 31 36 35 41 34 16 51 57 44 
1993 83 72 67 
1994 90 69 65 
1995 70 86 54 
1996 70 93 74 
1997 :§! 70 
1998 49 
965 1024 1031 1031 
196 
.._,....., ............ , ..... distribution (a) Data Analysis (b) of 
relation to their in the -'-'U''"" ..... -'-''"''"""' 




Age of books Number of number of Number of Number of 
in circulation items items items items 
(years) circulating in circulating in circulating in circulating in 
11996 11997 11998 r 1 70 51 16 
2 70 93 70 ~ 
3 90 86 74 78 
4 83 69 
i 
75 
5 51 72 62 ,_______ 
6 57 65 35 
--······· 
41 52 7 33 
-
8 29 51 34 32 
9 32 34 31 56 
10 31 37 30 35 
11 19 29 41 32 
12 35 27 24 
... ~ 
13 22 27 22 28 
14 24 23 13 29 
15 22 21 11 22 
16 34 27' 29 27 
17 31 21 25 __?_! 
18 21 24 22 14 
19 19 31 23 
20 25 27 23 
21 19 20 26 
22 19 13 19 13 
23 24 23 18 25 
24 16 13 17 16 
25 18 18 26 15 
26 20 12 2'1 11 
27 13 9 19 18 
28 13 9 18 11 
29 7 11 11 16 
30 13 8 12 3 
31 6 6 13 7 
32 12 4 16 2 
33 7 4 7 7 
34 6 7 6 8 
35 3 3 6 3 
~ 9 4 5 2 4 5 2 5 
38 1 2 3 4 
39 6 9 2 1 
-··· 
40 4 2 
41 0 3 
I· 
42 1 2 
f-
43 1 3 1 
44 1 0 0 
45 1 2 3 
46 4 2 4 
····-
47 2 0 1 
48 2 1 1 
49 2 1 0 -
50 2 3 2 
51 3 1 6 
52 2 























2.939042363 Standard Error 
16 Median 
2 Mode 
20.98896068 Standard Deviation 
440.5364706 Sample Variance 
3.184238468 Kurtosis 













3.196237215 Standard Error 
12 Median 
2 Mode 
22.82569931 Standard Deviation 














2. 726569062 Standard Error 
16.5 Median 
2 Mode 
19.66156912 Standard Deviation 
386.5773002 Sample Variance 
1.03729171 Kurtosis 










































Literature and relation 
circulating in Main library during 
year the period 1996 - 1998. 
Age of books Number of items Number Number of 
in circulation circulating in items items 
(years) 1996 circul lci1 
1997 1998 
1 7: 8 4 
2 10 9 
3 9 16 
4 11 13 
5 4 7 




10 2 4 2 
11 1 7 4 
12 2 3 5 
1 4 5 
1 3 4 
4 3 2 
4 2 1 
4 3 a 
4 3 .. , "-· 
19 2 2 
20 2 3 1. 
jf 4 3 ~ 0 2 
1 7 ~ 
24 2 0 
25 3 4 
\ 26 2 1' 
27 1 0 
28 2 3 
29 1 2 0 
30 1 1 3 
31 1 0 0 
32 1 0 3 
33 1 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
36 0 1 
37 0 0 





I Ol81S 103 ~ 
Descriptive 
209302326 
3 31 101 
0 2 
0 
Standard Deviation 2.065108547 
····------------------------~-----+------18----~-Sam pie 4. ___1_1 
Kurtosis 1162 Kurtosis 1 1211171 
1. 7 48732 Skewness 1.458151 Skewness 1.168553641 
11 Range 16 Range 9 
-------- ...... . .... ········-------·········· 
Minimum 0 Minimum 0 Minimum 0 
Maximum 11 Maximum 16 Maximum 9 
Sum 103 Sum 149. 
43 Count 43• 
11 Largest( 1 ) 16 Largest( 1 ) 9 
0 Smallest( 1 ) 0 Smallest( 1 ) 0 
1 
Social Science 
Age of number of items number of items number of items 
books in circulating in 1996 circulating in 1997 circulating in 1998 
circulation 
1 20 ~ JJ! 2 20 -~ 
3 24 _g 
4 25 23 
5 17 24 
6 11 1 27 
·····~······· 
7 10 16 18 
8 5 17 12 
--1 ~ ~··~···-- 7 ~ 8 8 13 6 7 
1---
13 5 4 4 
14 6 4 5 
15 6 6 3 




~ ~0 0 
~ 
4 6 3 
4 6 _l 
2 3 3 
25 4 4 11 
26 4 3 
27 1 3 _7 
28 1 1 5 
29 0 1 4 
30 1 2 1 
31 0 1 2 
32 0 1 
···~ 
3 
33 0 0 1 
34 0 0 1 
··-······· ·······-------c-
35 0 1 0 
36 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
38 0 0 0 
39 1 1 0 
40 0 1 0 
41 0 c 0 
42 0 ( 0 
-
43 0 ( 1 
44 _Q 0 ······---a 
45 0 0 1 
46 0 0 1 
47 0 0 1 
48 1 0 0 
·······--······ 
49 0 0 0 ..... 
50 0 0 1 
51 1 0 0 
Totals 241 277 339 
















Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
Age of books number of number of items number of items 
in circulation items circulating in circulating in 





3 13 1! 
4 12 1E 
5 9 15 
6 5 9 
7 6 5 
8 8 11 6 
9 6 6 7 
10 5 4 
11 5 6 
12 5 3 
13 7 4 
14 5 4 2 
15 2 1 1 
16 7 4 5 
17 3 3 6 
18 2 1 2 
19 4 0 4 
20 4 0 6 
21 3 3 2 
~ 3 2 3 5 1 2 
24 4 2 3 
25 0 2 
26 1 1 
27 2 2 
28 2 2 3 
29 3 J 5 
30 4 0 1 
31 1 3 3 
32 6 2 1 
33 1 0 
34 1 0 
35 0 2 
36 1 0 1 
37 1 2 1 
.........• 
38 0 0 1 
39 1 1 0 
40 0 0 2 






47 0 0 
48 1 0 0 
49 0 0 _Q 
50 0 0 0 
51 0 0 _1 
Totals ' 139 
Descriptive . Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
I 1997 1998 
-
Technoloav and Applied Sciences 
Age of books Number of items Number of Number of items 
in circulation circulating in 1996 items circulating in 1998 
{years) circulating in 
1997 
1 11 4 9 
2 15 19 17 
-·· 
3 28 11 12 
4 15 12 6 
5 4 7 20 
6 5 10 9 
7 5 2 6 
8 2 8 10 
9 8 9 4 
1 7 5 4 
·······-
5 6 4 
7 7 5 
13 5 7 6 
14 7 6 2 
15 5 8 1 
4 11 10 
12 6 6 
18 6 10 8 
19 5 7 
20 8 5 
21 9 2 
22 1 8 
23 4 4 0 
r---·· 
24 5 6 4 
25 6 6 1 
2 5 4 4 --
1 7 1 1 2 1 7 
-·~········ 
29 1 1 1 
30 1 2 1 
31 2 0 3 
32 2 1 2 
33 0 1 3 
34 1 1 3 
35 1 0 1 
2 1 2 
0 0 0 
1-
0 1 0 
39 1 4 1 
--······· 
40 1 0 2 
41 2 1 ... J? 
42 3 1 1 
43 0 1 _1 
44 0 0 0 
-··· 
45 0 1 2 
-
46 1 0 3 
47 2 0 0 
48 0 0 1 
49 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 
51 0 1 0 
-~······· 
52 0 0 1 










Technology and Applied 








Literature and Rhetoric 
Age of number of number of number of items 
books in items items circulating in 
circulation circulating in circulating in 1998 
ilvears) 11996 11997 
1 5! 3 2 
2 5! . 8 11 
3 7: 7 6 
4 7 5 7 
5 9! 9 5 
--· ·----a 6 9 5 
7 6 4 3 
8 4 1 2 
9 2 3 1 
10 2 8 2 
11 4 21 5 
12 4: 3 1 
13 5 2 2 
14 2. 3 0 
15 2! 0 4 
16 9 2 4 
17 2 2 7 
18 5 2 2 
19 3 4 2 
20 6 2 3 
21 2 2 :t. 
22 3 1 1 
:---···· 
23 8 2 9 
--· 
24 2 2 4 
25 3 3 8 
26 4 3 5 
¥a 
!-··· 
5 1 2 
~------
5! 'I 0 
29 1 1 0 
30 6 1 tl. 
31 2 2 2 
32 2 0 6 
L 33 2 1 2 
34 3 3 0 
35 1 1 2 
36 4 3 1 
37 3 2 1 
38 0 0 2 
39 2 1 1 
1-
40 2 0 0 
41 1 0 0 
42 1 3 0 
43 1 0 1 
44 1 0 0 
45 1 0 0 
46 1 2 0 
47 0 0 0 
48 0 1 0 
49 0 1 0 
w 2 2 _ _Q 
~ 
.... 
I!!t 4 Totals 
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Data description: Literature and Rhetoric 
1996 1997 1998 
Mean 3.294118 Mean 2.215686 Mean 2.607843 
Standard Error 0.342189 Standard Error 0.302037 Standard Error 0.372673 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
Median 2 Median 2 Median 2 
Mode 2 Mode 2 Mode 0 
Standard Deviation 2.443719 Standard Deviation ?·1?~~?ZL~!~r_1~~£~'2~\.fi~!ic:>Q 2.661416 --
Sample Variance 5.971765 Sample Variance ~-~?~?_~~1 Sample Variance 7.083137 
---------------------
Kurtosis -0.03187 Kurtosis 2.345457 i Kurtosis 1.031875 
Skewness 0.83338 Skewness 1.514152 Skewness 1.196705 
I Range 9 Range 9 Range 11 
Minimum 0 Minimum 0 Minimum 0 
-- ---
Maximum 9 Maximum 9 Maximum 11 
Sum 168 Sum 113 Sum 133 
Count 51 Count 51 Count 51 
Largest(1) 9 Largest(1) 9 Largest(1) 11 
~mallest( 1 ) 0 Smallest(1) 0 Smallest(1) , 0 




New acquisitions in the Main library, 1996-1998. 
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VOLUMES ADDED TO liNEAR liBRARY 
BY CESM CATEGORY 
1996-1998 
·-·-·- ---------··---------·-·· ----~------···-···-- ·-·-·--------· 
CESM VOLUMES VOLUMES VOLUMES 
1996 1997 1998 
01 - - -
02 - - -
03 - - 1 
04 170 127 532 
05 - - -
06 113 113 92 
07 - - -
08 410 409 515 
09 - - -
10 - - -
11 - . -
12 1,393 1 '710 1,433 
13 - - -
14 - - -
15 666 409 439 
·-------------
16 195 114 80 
17 - - -
···-·----· 
18 573 976 1,297 
19 - - -
20 466 211 196 
21 190 397 221 
22 2,838 1 ,67'1 1,920 
23 35 31 19 
TOTAL 7,049 6,168 6,745 
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